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Abstract 

Traditional wetland mapping methods are in need of modernization.  They 

typically depend solely on few dates of optical imagery, cloud-free data 

acquisition, and therefore surface features of interest are often obstructed, 

inaccurately mapped, or not present during data acquisition.  Despite the 

limitations of data acquisition during cloud-free daylight only, multi-temporal 

multi-spectral optical data are still highly valuable for mapping wetlands and 

classifying wetland type.  However, radar sensors are unique in that they are 

insensitive to atmospheric and low light conditions, and thus can offer more 

consistent multi-temporal image acquisition.  Unique characteristics about 

surface scattering mechanisms, such as saturated extent of wetlands, can be 

found by utilizing both the intensity and phase information from multiple 

polarizations and multiple wavelengths of radar data.  In addition, information 

from lidar can reveal important details about the variability and structure of 

surface features, and the potentiality of water to collect in certain areas.   

The research presented in this dissertation will show important developments 

in wetland mapping by integrating several platforms of remotely sensed data, 

including: two sources of radar data including fully polarimetric RADARSAT-2 

data (C-band) and dual-pol PALSAR data (L-band); two sources of optical data 

including Landsat TM imagery and aerial orthophotos, lidar point cloud data with 

intensity and derived topographic indices.  Decision tree classification using the 

random forest model will be utilized to take advantage of the unique differences 

in these data.  Assessments of outputs from random forest will be used to identify 

the most significant data sources for two levels of land cover classification: 

discriminating between water, wetland and upland areas, and sub-classifying 

wetland type.  It is expected that results from this research will deliver a valuable, 

affordable, and practical wetland probability tool to aid manual photo 

interpretation, not to replace it.  
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Introduction - Scope and Overview of Dissertation Research 

It is well known that much of the wetland area in the US has been lost due 

to drainage and land use change.  According to the Minnesota Department of 

Natural Resources, as little as one percent of the wetlands present in Minnesota 

during the pre-settlement times (1800s) remain today (Minnesota Department of 

Natural Resources b, Accessed 2012 August).  New data sources and methods 

of analysis have been emerging in the last several decades, providing 

opportunities to inventory and monitor these resources frequently and in new and 

meaningful ways.  

Congress and several federal agencies such as the Environmental 

Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers, and the Federal Emergency Management Agency, as well as State, 

Tribal, and local stakeholders all need current and accurate wetland maps. 

Accurate wetland maps are important for mitigation, conservation, restoration, 

and regulatory efforts, in addition to being crucial for developing emergency 

response plans and responding to pressures from point and non-point source 

pollution (Deschamps et al., 2002; Hodgson et al., 1987; Töyrä et al., 2002; van 

der Kamp and Hayashi, 1998; Vymazal, 2005; Wissinger, 1999).  However, the 

traditional mapping approaches are outdated and we need to find better ways to 

more frequently monitor our wetland ecosystems.  

Past research on classifying wetlands has experimented with satellite 

data, computer clustering and automated classification techniques, utilizing 

multiple dates, and multiple sources of data (see reviews by (Ozesmi and Bauer, 

2002; Townsend, 2001). Though much of the existing research has shown that 

locating wetlands themselves has not been very difficult, the major weakness 

have been classifying wetland types with an acceptable degree of accuracy. 

However, it is still challenging to differentiate wetlands from uplands due to the 

possibility that the same vegetation types can be present in adjacent upland and 

wetland ecosystems.  Additionally, hydrology can change throughout the season 
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or be hidden underneath a vegetative canopy, making those wetlands difficult to 

locate via remote sensing and time consuming to locate via field identification. 

Conventional optical-based wetland mapping methods are flawed in that 

they have relied on collecting data during times of the year when the surface is 

obstructed by canopy or clouds, hindering the collection of data for wetland 

mapping (Dahl and Watmough, 2007; Stout et al, 2007).  The optical spectral 

characteristics of a wetland and its neighboring upland can be very similar, but 

using multiple dates of imagery can improve the differentiation of these land 

cover types (Hewitt, 1990).    Other improvements to wetland classification that 

have been attempted include the addition of ancillary data, such as soils data 

(Sader, Ahl, Liou, 1995), high precision topographic data such as lidar (Lang and 

McCarty, 2009; Muss et al., 2011), and radar (Brisco et al., 2008; Wdowinski et 

al., 2008).  Microwave radio detection and ranging (radar) data can be acquired 

frequently throughout the season since it is not sensitive to clouds or sunlight 

(Parmuchi et al., 2002; Rocha de Souza et al., 2012; Touzi, 2006; Townsend, 

2001).  Lidar point cloud data provides unique information of elevation from 

multiple return pulses and the relative intensity of that return, affording the 

potential for identifying vegetation structure and hydrologic condition (Chust et 

al., 2008; Collin et al., 2010; Donoghue et al., 2007; Lang and McCarty, 2009; 

Song et al., 2002). 

The information provided in the multiple wavelengths of these remotely 

sensed data from different platforms (blue, green, red, near-, mid-, and far-

infrared, thermal, and C- and L-band [radar]) and the potential for multi-temporal 

data acquisition can help to identify features underneath a canopy and classify 

wetlands based on surface structure that may not be otherwise differentiable with 

optical imagery alone.  The addition of these data allows researchers to map land 

cover with more confidence, understand seasonality, and better identify the 

function of these valuable ecosystems.  

The research conducted for this dissertation aimed to develop 

classification methods that can be used to create accurate maps of current 
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wetlands and the relative confidence of those wetlands by integrating data from 

multiple sources.  To accomplish this goal, a data mining technique was used to 

classify wetlands with combinations of remotely sensed, ancillary, and reference 

training data and the variables that are most crucial for accurate wetland 

classification were identified. The decision tree program used is called random 

forest, which is a statistical model trained by reference data to produce a 

classification.  This algorithm produces decision tree rulesets hundreds of times, 

thus creating a ‘forest’ of trees, allowing for cross validation and confidence 

measurement (Breiman, 2001).  The anticipated products of this research are 

wetland classification maps, confidence maps, and rankings of important data 

layers using a script written in the open source software, R.  The overarching 

goal of this research is to provide valuable information about the investigated 

data sources to natural resources managers interested in producing maps of 

their own areas of interest. Knowing the best datasets to use and having an 

understanding of the impact on accuracy of various data sources, stakeholders 

can better understand the distinctive characteristics of wetland ecosystems and 

monitor their function over time.  

This dissertation is a body of work that represents three main projects, 

including: Chapter 1). The Integration of Optical, Topographic, and Radar Data 

for Wetland Mapping in Northern Minnesota (Corcoran et al., 2011); Chapter 2). 

Influence of Multi-Source and Multi-Temporal Remotely Sensed and Ancillary 

Data on the Accuracy of Random Forest Classification of Wetlands in Northern 

Minnesota (In Review); and Chapter 3). Wetland Mapping Accuracy Using Point 

and Polygon Training Data in a Random Forest Classifier for Two Ecologically 

Different Study Areas (In Preparation).  The first Chapter showed that, compared 

to traditional methods, incorporating data from aerial orthophotos, radar, and 

topographic derivatives provided information gain to discriminate wetlands from 

uplands and further reduced misclassification of wetland type.  Chapter 1 was 

published in the Canadian Journal of Remote Sensing as a part of a Special 

Issue on RADARSAT-2 data usage.  The second Chapter expands on the first 
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Chapter and, using the same study area, provided an assessment of the 

seasonal influence of classification accuracy using more wavelengths of remotely 

sensed data.  Chapter 2 also investigated reference training data quality and 

provided a unique method of filtering outlier training points based on the results 

from the random forest classifier.  The third Chapter focused on classifier training 

methods and used freely available data for two ecologically different study sites.  

Chapter 3 compares the accuracy of classification results using vastly different 

training methods and showed that the choice of classifier training method is 

important depending on ecology of the area of interest. 
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Chapter 1: The Integration of Optical, Topographic, and Radar Data 

for Wetland Mapping in Northern Minnesota* 

Abstract 

Accurate and current wetland maps are critical tools for water resources 

management, however, many existing wetland maps were created by manual 

interpretation of one aerial image for each area of interest. As such, these maps 

do not inherently contain information about the intra- and interannual hydrologic 

cycles of wetlands, which is important for effective wetland mapping. In this 

paper, several sources of remotely sensed data will be integrated and evaluated 

for their suitability to map wetlands in a forested region of northern Minnesota. 

These data include: aerial photographs from two different times of a growing 

season, National Elevation Dataset and topographical derivatives such as slope 

and curvature, and multitemporal satellite-based synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 

imagery and polarimetric decompositions. We identified the variables that are 

most important to accurately classify wetland from upland areas and discriminate 

between wetland types for a forested region of northern Minnesota using the 

decision-tree classifier randomForest. The classifier was able to differentiate 

wetland from upland and water with 75% accuracy using optical, topographic, 

and SAR data combined, compared with 72% using optical and topographical 

data alone. Classifying wetland type proved to be more challenging; however, the 

results were significantly improved over the original National Wetland Inventory 

classification of only 49% compared with 63% using optical, topographic, and  

 

*Article published: Corcoran, J.; Knight, J.; Brisco, B.; Kaya, S.; Cull, A.; 

Murnaghan, K. The Integration of Optical, Topographic, and Radar Data for 

Wetland Mapping in Northern Minnesota. Canadian Journal of Remote Sensing 

2011, 37, 564. 
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SAR data combined. This paper illustrates that integration of remotely sensed 

data from multiple sensor platforms and over multiple periods during a growing 

season improved wetland mapping and wetland type classification in northern 

Minnesota.  

Introduction: 

Wetlands are valuable ecosystems in many ways.  For example, wetlands 

provide filtration of wastewater (Vymazal, 2005), groundwater recharge (Acharya 

and Barbier, 2000; van der Kamp and Hayashi, 1998), and water retention to 

reduce damages caused by flooding (Mitsch and Gosselink, 2000).  Accurate 

wetland maps are important for conservation and restoration efforts, and are 

crucial for developing emergency response plans for natural disasters. For 

instance, in the Wild Rice River Watershed of the Red River Basin, which covers 

portions of the United States and Canada, agencies from two U.S. states, one 

Canadian province, and both national governments respond to the frequent and 

significant flood events on the Red River (Hearne, 2007). Though these agencies 

have different laws and methods for responding to extreme flooding, all require 

the most accurate and current water resource maps, and techniques to create 

them, to assess and manage flood events.   

A wetland map is a two-dimensional representation of a four-dimensional 

phenomenon (including space and time). Wetland boundaries are dynamic and 

fluctuate both inter- and intra-annually depending on many factors including 

rainfall, evaporation, ground water flow, and land use manipulation. Wetland 

inventories are important tools for managing and protecting wetlands. Therefore, 

the accuracy of wetland mapping methods is critically important for a broad range 

of water resource management concerns. Among these concerns are regulatory 

purposes such as permitting, mitigation, and monitoring compliance; monitoring 

of changes in wetland extent or function due to natural and anthropogenic 

causes; and selection of areas that have the most suitable hydrologic and 
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vegetative characteristics for wetland restoration or conservation (Brooks, 

Wardrop, Cole, 2006; Deschamps et al., 2002; Hearne, 2007). Given the 

dynamic nature of wetlands, having access to a synoptic wetland inventory map 

is an important first step in making sound water resource management decisions. 

The U.S. National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) from the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Services (USFWS) was not designed to show exact wetland boundaries, 

but rather to provide generalized boundaries and approximate locations in a 

snapshot of time (United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Accessed 2011 

October).  The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency calls for achieving a net 

increase in wetland acres by 2011.  Similarly, the State of Minnesota has 

enacted the Wetland Conservation Act with a goal of “no net loss” in wetlands 

statewide. Both of the aforementioned goals require the continuous creation of 

robust maps of current wetlands and practical techniques for monitoring land use 

change impacts on wetlands over large geographical areas. Once presented with 

a reliable wetland inventory, water resource managers charged with 

accomplishing these regulatory goals can design adaptive management 

approaches to prioritize areas for conservation and restoration.  

Traditional methods of mapping wetlands have relied on aerial photograph 

interpretation or classification of optical satellite imagery. However, such maps 

are typically based on single-date optical imagery, are often several years old, 

may not be representative of the current state of the environment, and do not 

take into account the dynamic nature of wetlands. One wetland type in particular 

that is problematic to map is forested wetlands.  Separating forested wetlands 

from forested uplands with optical imagery is challenging because the imagery, 

even if collected during leaf-off conditions, may not reveal the underlying 

hydrology of a site. The collection of optical imagery can also be hindered by 

cloud cover, thus potentially missing the critical post-snow, leaf-off period for 

wetland inventory. Many wetlands are only flooded or saturated ephemerally, so 

those wetlands may not have been mapped in the original NW (Dahl and 

Watmough, 2007). Optical imagery may reveal these wetlands, if the timing of 
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the imagery collection is perfect, but it is difficult to predict when that time is and 

to complete data acquisition during that time. The addition of other remotely 

sensed data, such as radio detection and ranging (radar), data can offer unique 

information about surface features beyond the radiometric response measured 

with optical data.  This additional information can help to identify inundation 

(Frappart et al., 2005; Hess et al., 2003; Lu and Kwoun, 2008) and classify 

wetland areas (Ban et al., 2010; Donoghue et al., 2007; Touzi, 2006) based on 

surface structure and hydrologic features that may not otherwise be differentiable 

with aerial photography alone.   

In certain areas and during periods of frequent cloud cover, optical 

wavelengths have an obvious disadvantage in that data cannot be acquired. 

Long wave radar signals, on the other hand, are not sensitive to the atmosphere, 

do not require daylight hours for acquisition, and thereby increase the possibility 

for frequent data collection (Parmuchi et al., 2002; Townsend, 2001). In addition, 

polarimetric information from Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) allows for the 

discrimination between different scattering mechanisms contributing to the 

overall backscatter in an image (Brisco et al., 2008; Parmuchi et al., 2002; 

Townsend, 2001).  Polarimetric scattering signatures can be interpreted to 

identify landscape variables associated with the primary surface scattering 

mechanism identified for each area (Touzi et al. 2009).  

Incorporating data from multiple sensor platforms and over multiple 

seasons will increase the likelihood of differentiating between a broader range of 

wetland types (Bwangoy et al., 2010; Castañeda and Ducrot, 2009; Li and Chen, 

2005; Ozesmi and Bauer, 2002; Ramsey et al., 1998; Ramsey et al., 2009; Töyrä 

et al., 2002).  By acquiring fully polarimetric SAR data from multiple dates over a 

season, the relative backscatter response from varying hydrologic periods and 

both leaf-on and leaf-off conditions can help determine the seasonality of 

wetlands and thus classify wetland types with higher accuracy.  However, given 

the integration such a large number of data inputs, it is important to determine 

the optimal set of data to reduce redundancy and increase the accuracy and 
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efficiency of implementing mapping wetlands over large spatial scales, a goal 

that can be accomplished by decision tree classification. 

This paper will investigate how the accuracy of wetland mapping can be 

improved by integrating several sources of remotely sensed data, including: leaf-

on and leaf-off high resolution aerial orthophotos, National Elevation Dataset 

(NED) and topographic derivatives, and fully polarimetric RADARSAT-2 imagery.  

We address the following hypotheses: 1) seasonal fully polarimetric SAR imagery 

provides important information about surface scattering mechanisms, allowing 

more accurate distinction of wetland type; and 2) the integration of optical, 

topographic, and SAR data using a decision tree classifier provides a more 

accurate method for wetland mapping and classifying specific wetland types.   

Methodology: 

Study Site: 

This research focuses on improving wetland classification accuracy, in 

particular the classification of forested wetlands in Northern Minnesota.  

Minnesota is rich with geological history, containing volcanic and sedimentary 

rocks from millions of years ago.  Much of the state has been carved by several 

glacial advances and retreats over the millennia, leaving glacial deposits, lakes 

and rivers in their wake (Minnesota Department of Natural Resources c, 

accessed 8/2012). North-Eastern Minnesota, otherwise known as the Arrowhead, 

is a region currently dominated by hardwood and conifer forests, as well as 

woody and herbaceous wetlands (United States Department of Agriculture a, 

accessed 8/2012).  This region is sparsely populated, with the exception of a few 

larger cities near Lake Superior, namely Cloquet and Duluth, MN [populations in 

2010 12,124 and 86,265, respectively (Minnesota Department of Administration 

(AdminMN), accessed 9/2011)].  The chosen study site centered on Cloquet, MN 

is generally representative of the land cover characteristic of the Arrowhead 

region (Figure 1-1).  The elevation in this study site ranges from about 330-450 m  
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above sea level (mean of 392 m) and the slope of the landscape is on average 

 

less than 1.7 degrees.  

Classification Schemes: 

Two classification schemes were used in this paper, including a simple 

Upland/Water/Wetland determination and a modified version of the Cowardin 

classification (Cowardin et al., 1979).  The modified Cowardin classification 

scheme involved reclassifying the following classes: flooded and intermittent 

lakes, unconsolidated bottom water bodies, and rivers merged into one “Water” 

class; aquatic bed and emergent wetlands merged into “Emergent Wetlands”, 

“Forested Wetlands” and “Scrub/Shrub Wetlands” remained the same; and all 

non-wetland areas were initially separated into “Agriculture”, “Forest”, 

“Grassland”, “Rural”, and “Urban” classes for training the decision tree classifier, 

Figure 1-1: Study area for this project, near Cloquet, MN. Inset image was created 

using the aerial orthophoto from summer 2008 as a background. 
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then later merged into one “Upland” class.  The simple Upland/Water/Wetland 

determinant classification was based on appropriate consolidation of the 

aforementioned upland and Cowardin wetland classes. 

Field Data: 

Multiple sets of field data were used in this research, including field point 

data collected in the summers of 2009 and 2010 and the MN DNR Wetland 

Status and Trends Monitoring Program (WSTMP) polygons from 2006-2008 

(Table 1-1).  The WSTMP polygons were created by randomly distributing 4,990 

one-square-mile primary sampling units (PSUs) statewide, divided into three 

panels.  One panel is photographed with spring leaf-off (or early leaf on-set) high 

resolution aerial photography each year and the PSUs are digitized using a 

Cowardin classification scheme by trained photo interpreters. The initial digitized 

polygons are then reviewed by a second team of senior photo interpreters and a 

subset of the PSUs is field-verified and used to evaluate the accuracy of each 

panel.  A general 30% rule is followed while digitizing the WSTMP polygons, in 

which if a land class appears to occupy more than 30% of the polygon, then it is 

designated as that class.  An exception to the 30% rule is where more than one 

class of vegetation exists; in this case, the taller plant class took precedence (MN 

DNR, 2010).  The centroids of WSTMP polygons were used in addition to the 

field point data collected in 2009 and 2010. 

The field data collection protocol for 2009 and 2010 involved the following: 

locating and physically visiting ground reference points with a GPS unit; 

recording the position with a minimum of 50 GPS fixes; identifying the dominant 

wetland type using the Cowardin classification scheme (Cowardin et al., 1979); 

taking representative photographs using the built-in camera on the GPS unit; and 

recording the point ID, description, and spatial coordinates in a field notebook for 

back-up purposes. In addition to the 2009, 2010, and WSTMP training data, 

additional points were added using manual photo interpretation to ensure a 

suitable distribution of points per class.   
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Decision Tree Classification: 

A decision tree classification approach provides an efficient means of 

establishing relationships between dependent and independent variables using 

training data, such that predictions can be repeatedly and robustly made of 

unclassified datasets (Hogg and Todd, 2007). Several decision tree classification 

software programs are available, each having strengths and weaknesses 

regarding usability, accuracy, and performance (Ruefenacht et al., 2008).  The 

decision tree classifier randomForest was used in this research and was run 

using the R Statistical Package module within Python.  RandomForest was 

chosen for this research because of the robustness of the results, ease and 

speed of use, and the ability to produce confidence maps of the classification 

results.  Programming code was provided by the U.S. Department of Agriculture 

(USDA) Forest Service Remote Sensing Applications Center (Ruefenacht et al., 

2008) to generate an output classification and associated confidence map, while 

R was used to compute summary statistics and figures about the classification 

results.   

A stratified random sample of 75% of the field data was used to train the 

decision tree classifier, while the remaining 25% were used as a reference 

dataset to independently assess the accuracy.  For a summary of the number of 

points available per land class for training and accuracy assessment, see Table 

1-1.  Two decision trees were built per classification scheme, the first using 

optical and topographical data alone, the second using a combination of optical 

and topographic data as well as all available SAR data (including: two dates of 

backscatter from four polarizations and four dates of three different polarimetric 

decompositions).   
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Table 1-1: Summary of decision tree classifier training points and independent tests 

points for accuracy assessment of the results. 

Training Test Total

Upland-Wetland Determinant

Upland 464 152 616

Water 69 23 92

Wetland 421 140 561

Total 954 315 1269

Modified Cowardin Class

Water 69 23 92

Emergent Wetland 97 37 134

Forested Wetland 156 48 204

Scrub/Shrub Wetland 168 55 223

Upland 464 152 616

Total 954 315 1269

Land Cover Classification
# of Points

 

Datasets: 

Optical and Topographical:  

Two periods of high resolution aerial orthophotos were used in this 

research, including: 2008 mid-Summer (full canopy, 1 m resolution) and 2009 

spring (early leaf onset, 50 cm resolution) imagery (Figure 1-2).  Both sets of 

imagery were acquired with color and near infrared bands.  Figure 1-3 shows the 

response signature, or frequency diagram, of the brightness values in each 

optical band at two different times for upland and wetland classified reference 

field sites.  The decision tree classifier will attempt to capitalize on the spectral 

differences between the land class types in each optical band.  Rooted in the 

wetland response signatures are the response signatures of each wetland class, 

shown in Figure 1-4. There are noticeable differences between emergent 

wetlands and forested or scrub/shrub wetlands, particularly in the responses from 

early leaf-onset period of the 2009 aerial orthophotos.  For example, there is a 

high frequency of low brightness values in emergent wetlands in the 2009 
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orthophoto, this could be due to wetter soils and more plants absorbing light and 

reflecting less.  There is also a higher range of values in each band of the 2009 

orthophoto for emergent wetlands compared to forested or scrub/shrub wetlands, 

this is likely due to emergent wetlands having more variety of plant species, 

wetness, and patches of exposed bare soil.  

The 2008 aerial photography was acquired as a part of the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture (USDA) Farm Service Administration (FSA) National 

Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP) and was found to have a horizontal 

accuracy of 2.66 m (Minnesota Geospatial Information Office (MnGeo), accessed 

10/2011).  The 2008 imagery were downloaded by county from the USDA 

Geospatial Data Gateway, mosaicked and clipped.  The spring early leaf-onset 

aerial photography was provided by the MN DNR and acquired as a part of a 

collaboratively funded program between several state and federal agencies, 

including the MN DNR, MN Pollution Control Agency (MN PCA), and U.S. 

Geological Survey (USGS).  All bands from each date of aerial orthophotos were 

Figure 1-2: Two different time periods of aerial orthophoto imagery were used in the 

decision tree classifier: full canopy in mid-summer of 2008 and early leaf-onset in spring 

2009. This subset area illustrates how the imagery for 2009 was collected at different 

times. 
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used in the decision tree classification.  In addition, the red and near infrared 

bands were used to calculate normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) (see 

Campbell, 2007).  Due to a requirement of the decision tree algorithm utilized in 

this research, the imagery was degraded to mimic the coarsest resolution (10 m) 

of all concurrent input datasets (Figure 1-5). 

 

 

Figure 1-3: Spectral response signatures for each of the optical bands extracted from 

field reference data points of upland and wetland class categories and for each source of 

aerial orthophoto, summer 2008 and 2009 early leaf-onset. 
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Figure 1-4: Spectral response signatures for each of the optical bands extracted from 

field reference data points of upland and wetland class categories and for each source of 

aerial orthophoto, summer 2008 and 2009 early leaf-onset. 
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Wetlands tend to be located in low-lying or depressional areas on the 

landscape.  Therefore, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) National Elevation 

Dataset (NED) was obtained for the study area.  The NED is available at 1/3 Arc 

Sec, or 10 m resolution, and was similarly downloaded by county from the USDA 

Geospatial Data Gateway, mosaicked, clipped, and degraded to mimic the 

resolution of the other input datasets.  The mean horizontal accuracy of the NED 

has been evaluated by the USGS using 13,305 geodetic control points 

nationwide and was found to be 2.44 m.  The mean vertical accuracy was found 

to be 1.64 m based on 9,187 unique pairs of geodetic reference points (United 

States Geological Survey, accessed 10/2011).  The NED data is the coarsest 

resolution utilized in this research.  Due to the requirements of the decision tree 

algorithm used in this research, all other datasets have been resampled to the 

same 10 m spatial resolution. 

Slope and curvature were generated from the NED by running tools in the 

Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) ArcGIS software.  The 

assumption behind using these derived products from elevation data was that  

they contained additional information that describes physical characteristics 

about the drainage of water in a basin, where the slope of a landscape can affect 

the rate of flow of water and the curvature influences the convergence and 

divergence of that flow (Moore et al., 1991).  
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Radar: 

Two fully polarimetric C-band (5.6 cm wavelength) RADARSAT-2 Single 

Look Complex SAR images were obtained through the Canadian Space 

Agency's Science and Operational Applications Research (SOAR) Program. The 

dates of these images were June 15 and September 19, 2009.  Fully polarimetric 

SAR imagery is collected with varying transmitted and received signal 

polarizations (horizontal-horizontal, HH; vertical-vertical, VV; horizontal-vertical, 

HV; and vertical-horizontal, VH).  In addition, two dates of polarimetric 

decomposition products were obtained through the Canada Center for Remote 

Figure 1-5: Optical and topographic input data, preprocessing methods, 

and output data for decision tree classification. 
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Sensing for July 9 and August 26, 2009.  All SAR images for this research were 

acquired in fine quad beam mode with near and far incidence angle of 26.9 and 

28.7, respectively (FQ8).  The constant beta look up table (LUT) was applied for 

calibration to avoid over saturation of the data (Kaya, Personal Communication 

2010).  A 7x7 boxcar filter was applied to each image to reduce speckle noise 

and increase the number of looks needed for polarimetric decomposition (Figure 

1-6) and the images were resampled to 10 m spatial resolution.  The DN values, 

representing amplitude, were converted to sigma naught (σ0), or backscattering 

coefficient in units of decibels for quantitative analysis (Parmuchi et al., 2002).   

 

 

Response signatures of the SAR backscatter values for each polarization 

of two different periods in time for upland and wetland classified reference field 

sites are shown in Figure 1-7.  As described above for the optical response 

signatures, Figure 1-8 shows how each wetland class is represented in the SAR 

response signature of wetlands as a whole. There are only slight differences 

between the backscatter response values of each wetland type and for the two 

Figure 1-6: Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) input data, preprocessing methods, and 

output data for decision tree classification. 
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periods of the season.  For example, there is no change in the peak HH 

response of emergent wetlands; however the range of backscatter values in 

September has shifted down by 5 decibels compared to June, possibly indicating 

a change in physical characteristics of the vegetation present later in the season.   

Figure 1-7: Spectral response signatures for each of the SAR polarizations extracted 

from field reference data points of upland and wetland class categories and for each 

SAR image date: June 15, 2009 and September 19, 2009. 
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Figure 1-8: Spectral response signatures for each of the SAR polarizations extracted 

from field reference data points of emergent, forested, and scrub/shrub wetland class 

types and for each SAR image date: June 15, 2009 and September 19, 2009. 
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The HV response had a similar shift in the range of backscatter response 

values, but the peak response was 5 decibels lower for emergent wetlands in 

September.  Looking at the response signatures of scrub/shrub wetlands, there is 

no discernible difference between June and September backscatter values in 

each of the polarizations, in terms of the peak backscatter or range of values.  

The range of HH backscatter values for forested wetlands is the same for June 

and September; however the peak values have similarly shifted 5 decibels lower 

in September compared to June.  The VV response for forested wetlands had a 5 

decibel shift downward in the range of backscatter values from June to 

September.  Though these shifts in peak backscatter value and the range and 

variability of backscatter values per image date, land class type, and polarization 

are subtle, the decision tree classification method is expected to use this 

information to improve the results of the wetland classification. 

Polarimetric decompositions were used to assess the importance of radar 

polarimetry on the accuracy of wetland mapping.  Combinations and differences 

between the transmitted and received signal polarizations have been shown to 

detect vegetation differences quite well (Baghdadi et al., 2001; Henderson and 

Lewis, 2008; Slatton et al., 2008).  Many supervised and unsupervised 

algorithms have been developed to exploit multiple polarization data to 

distinguish physical features on the ground in a radar scene.  This research uses 

three of the most frequently used unsupervised polarimetric decompositions in 

the literature, including the Van Zyl, Freeman-Durden, and Cloude-Pottier 

decompositions and their related parameters.  Each of the polarimetric 

decompositions was performed prior to orthorectification in an attempt to reduce 

resampling error, particularly in thematic decompositions.  

The van Zylpolarimetric decomposition is an unsupervised thematic 

classification based on the phase and backscatter response of scattering targets 

on the ground (van Zyl, 1989).  Each pixel is categorized as a single, odd, or 

diffuse scatterer based on the number of phase shifts that occurred per pixel 

between co-polarized (horizontal-horizontal, HH; vertical-vertical, VV) scattering 
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waves, where every scattering event is expected to add a 180° phase shift. The 

van Zyl decomposition product therefore is a single thematic layer per SAR 

image date. 

The Freeman-Durdenpolarimetric decomposition is similar to van Zyl’s in 

that it is a technique for identifying physically-based scattering mechanisms on 

the ground.  However, the Freeman-Durden decomposition effectively breaks 

down the total backscatter for each pixel into relative portions of three scattering 

mechanisms: surface scatter, double bounce, and canopy scatter (or volume 

scatter).  Each pixel then has a relative weight for each scattering mechanism, 

instead of a single category (Freeman and Durden, 1998).  The Freeman-Durden 

decomposition product is therefore three layers of data per image date. 

The third polarimetric decomposition utilized in this paper is presented by 

Cloude and Pottier (1997).  In this decomposition, the parameters of entropy, 

alpha angle, and anisotropy are calculated from the eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors of the coherency matrix.  They showed that these parameters 

represent different scattering mechanisms, directly relating to the affect that the 

physical structure of the target has on the received backscatter (Cloude and 

Pottier, 1997).  Entropy is defined as the randomness of scattering, alpha angle 

is indicative of the dominant scattering mechanism, and anisotropy is a 

parameter that indicates whether there are multiple scattering mechanisms 

occurring.  Cloude and Pottier (1997) also developed an unsupervised 

classification scheme based on regions of the entropy, alpha, anisotropy space.  

This research utilizes the parameters entropy, alpha angle, and anisotropy as 

separate layers in the classifier, in addition to the thematic Cloude-Pottier 

classification product, totalling four layers of data per image date. 

To finish preparing SAR data for the decision tree classifier, the 

polarimetric decompositions and associated data layers, plus the backscattering 

coefficient for each polarization, were stacked for each SAR image date.  The 

stacked image dates were then co-registered using 30 evenly distributed tie-

points and orthorectified using the 2008 aerial orthophotos and NED (Figure 1-3). 
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The boxcar filter, calculation of σ0, polarimetric decomposition processing, and 

orthorectification of SAR images were completed using PCI Geomatica and the 

image clip and spatial resolution resampling procedures were done using 

ERDAS Imagine software. 

Accuracy Assessment: 

To assess the accuracy of the decision tree classification results, the 

aforementioned independent reference dataset was utilized (25% of the field 

point data).  Error matrices were produced for both the Upland/Water/Wetland 

determinant and modified Cowardin classifications, as well as both input dataset 

combinations of optical/topographic and optical/topographic/SAR input data.  For 

each classification, user’s and producer’s accuracies were calculated, along with 

errors of omission and commission, overall accuracy, and the kappa statistic (k-

hat) (Congalton and Green, 2008).  A significance test of both error matrix k-hat 

values was used to compare the input dataset combinations.  In addition to the 

above analyses, the overall accuracy of the original National Wetland Inventory 

(NWI) data was assessed using the same independent reference points.  A 

similar k-hat significance test was performed between the 

optical/topographic/SAR input dataset and the NWI for each classification 

scheme. 

A classification tree is created by using training data to determine, branch-

by-branch, the best dichotomous split to reduce intra-class variability and the 

resulting ruleset is applied to the whole set of input data.  RandomForest has the 

capacity to grow multiple decision trees and the end result is a classification tree 

which received the best vote of confidence by cross-validation.  The outputs of 

the randomForest classification described in this paper include: 1) a measure of 

confidence per cell, created by cross-validating observed versus predicted 

classes; 2) the gini index, which is used to evaluate the most significant input 

layers; and 3) the mean decrease in accuracy per input layer.   
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The gini index corresponds to the structure of a decision tree, such that 

every time a split is determined by an input variable, there is a resulting decrease 

in the gini index for that variable (Breiman, 2001).  The mean decrease in 

accuracy is determined by the resulting accuracy from several out-of-bag 

samples, in which a variable is randomly included or excluded and the resulting 

change in the overall accuracy for all trees is averaged.  The partial dependence 

of specific values of a variable is determined by comparing the error rate from an 

out-of-bag sample using a random selection of values to the error rate of the 

same out-of-bag sample using all values of that variable.  The result is a 

graphical description, or profile, of the effect a variable’s values have on the class 

probability, after accounting for the effects of the other variables.  The y-axis of a 

partial dependence plot is the predicted function and log of the fraction of votes 

(logits) for the classification (Breiman, 2001).  In this paper, the most important 

variables in the classification are determined by both the gini index and the mean 

decrease in accuracy.  A selection of the top input variables were evaluated for 

the partial dependence of its values. 

Results and Discussion: 

Polarimetric Decompositions: 

 The results for the van Zyl polarimetric decomposition are shown in Figure 

1-9.  There a few notable trends: the frequency of pixels classified as odd and 

diffuse scattering increases, but surface scattering decreases over time.  The 

increase of odd and diffuse scattering is particularly noticeable around the water 

bodies in the central part of the area of interest.  Looking back at the spring and 

summer aerial orthophotos in Figure 1-2, there is a noticeable change of 

emergent vegetation around the water bodies in the summer and spring images.   
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Figure 1-9: Subset area showing the van Zyl SAR polarimetric decomposition results for 

all four dates used in this research: (a) June 15, 2009, (b) July 9, 2009, (c) August 26, 

2009, and (d) September 19, 2009. 
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Single scattering decreases generally over time, but stays the same in certain 

areas, notably the south part of Figure 1-89 where there is urban development. 

 The Freeman-Durdenpolarimetric decomposition results are shown in 

Figure 1-10.  Beyond the trend in increased double bounce scattering around the 

water bodies, similar to the findings in the van Zyl decomposition, there is a trend 

toward a higher fraction of volume scattering per pixel over time (indicated by the 

Figure 1-10: Subset area showing the Freeman-Durden SAR polarimetric decomposition 

results for all four dates used in this research: (a) June 15, 2009, (b) July 9, 2009, (c) 

August 26, 2009, and (d) September 19, 2009. 
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increased frequency of bluer pixels).  In Figure 1-10, the areas that have a 

concentration of volume scattering pixels appear to be forested wetlands and the 

areas in that have a concentration of mixed double/volume scattering pixels 

(indicated by the magenta color) tend to be upland forest. 

The results from the Cloude-Pottier decomposition are shown in Figure 

1-11, Figure 1-12, and Figure 1-13.  The parameter alpha, indicative of the 

dominant scattering mechanism, appears to be fairly noisy in all four dates 

(Figure 1-11).  However, a closer look at the map reveals that there is a slight 

Figure 1-11: Subset area showing the Cloude-Pottier SAR polarimetric decomposition 

parameter alpha for all four dates used in this research: (a) June 15, 2009, (b) July 9, 

2009, (c) August 26, 2009, and (d) September 19, 2009. 
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trend toward more definition of surface features, where the central water bodies 

are outlined by high alpha values.  Overall, June had the lowest range and mean 

alpha angles and August had the highest, likely due to differences in maturation 

and density of vegetation in these two time periods.   

 

Figure 1-12: Subset area showing the Cloude-Pottier SAR polarimetric decomposition 

parameter anisotropy for all four dates used in this research: (a) June 15, 2009, (b) July 

9, 2009, (c) August 26, 2009, and (d) September 19, 2009. 
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Figure 1-13: Subset area showing the Cloude-Pottier SAR polarimetric decomposition 

parameter entropy for all four dates used in this research: (a) June 15, 2009, (b) July 9, 

2009, (c) August 26, 2009, and (d) September 19, 2009. 
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The result of the Cloude-Pottier decomposition parameter anisotropy, 

indicative of the presence of multiple scattering mechanisms, or surface 

roughness, is shown in Figure 1-12.  High anisotropy values indicate that the 

scattering is predominantly singular scattering mechanisms, while low values 

indicate multiple scattering types.  The water bodies, as expected, have 

anisotropy values indicative of a specular scattering mechanism, however, it is 

difficult to discern differences in other land cover types.   

The last Cloude-Pottier parameter examined is entropy, which indicates 

the relative randomness of scattering on the ground, showing in Figure 1-13.  

Entropy and anisotropy have an inverse relationship, where areas that have 

multiple scattering mechanisms (low anisotropy values) have a high degree of 

randomness (high entropy values).  Looking at the water bodies in the central 

part of the figure, it makes sense that the entropy values are low while the 

anisotropy values are high.  However, later in the September panel of Figure 

1-13b, the entropy values increase in the same areas that saw an increase in the 

van Zyl diffuse scattering mechanisms.  This is likely due to the wind causing 

small changes of the water surface and not likely indicative of a change in 

vegetation. 

Upland/Water/Wetland Determinant Classification: 

The first classification analysis presented is the result from the 

Upland/Water/Wetland determinant classification.  The error matrix in Table 1-2 

illustrates that without the inclusion of SAR data, the decision tree classifier 

confuses upland areas with wetland areas 27% of the time (commission error) 

and by including all available SAR data there is a slight improvement to 26% 

commission error.  The largest improvement in terms of differentiating between 

Upland/Water/Wetland was in the omission error of wetlands, meaning SAR data 

helps to ensure that more reference points are correctly classified as wetlands.  

The output classification map for the entire study area can be seen in Figure 

1-14.   
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A subset area was chosen to illustrate an area with diverse land cover and 

seasonality (Figure 1-2).  Figure 1-15 shows that differentiation between 

Upland/Water/Wetland classes was fairly similar between the two decision tree 

tests (optical/topographical only versus optical/topographic/SAR included); 

however both classifications are quite different from that of the original NWI.  

Since it is based on older imagery, the NWI may not reflect land use change of 

wetlands being converted to other upland classes.  As a result, the NWI appears 

to significantly overestimate wetland area compared to this classification based 

on current imagery.  It is also important to point out areas with relatively low 

confidence in the classification result.  For example, the confidence of the 

shoreline of a south-west lake circled in Figure 1-15d is particularly low.  This is 

likely due to the apparent seasonality observed in the aerial photos of Figure 1-2 

and possible lack of temporal coverage to accommodate the seasonality. 

Upland Water Wetland

Optical & Topographical      

Input Data Only

Upland 121 2 43 166 73 27

Water 0 13 3 16 81 19

Wetland 30 8 94 132 71 29

Column Total 151 23 140 315

Producers Accuracy (%) 80 57 67

Omission Error (%) 20 43 33

Optical, Topographical,              

& SAR Data Included

Upland 119 6 35 160 74 26

Water 1 13 2 16 81 19

Wetland 32 4 103 139 74 26

Column Total 152 23 140 315

Producers Accuracy (%) 78 57 74

Omission Error (%) 22 43 26

Classified Data
Reference Data Commission 

Error (%)

User Accuracy 

(%)
Row Total

Table 1-2: Error matrices and associated accuracy results from the 

Upland/Water/Wetland determinant classification using optical and topographical 

data only and for using optical, topographic, and SAR imagery combined. 
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The mean decrease in accuracy and gini index plots from randomForest 

were assessed in Figure 1-16, which shows the most effective input datasets for 

the Upland/Water/Wetland determinant classification.  Among these, the most 

important input variables include: the blue and red bands of 2008 leaf-on aerial 

orthophoto (“ae08b_10m” and “ae08r_10m”), the red band and normalized 

vegetation difference index (NDVI) of 2009 early leaf-onset aerial orthophoto 

(“ae09r_10m” and “ndvi09_10m”), and the Freeman-Durden volume scattering 

parameter from the mid-summer July 7, 2009 image (“fd709_vl10”).  It is 

interesting to note the relative values for each dataset that are most sensitive to 

the accuracy of the classification (Figure 1-17).  These partial dependence plots 

indicate the values with higher probability of significance for improving the 

Figure 1-14: Upland/Water/Wetland determinant classification result from a 

randomForest decision tree classification using a combination of optical, topographical, 

and SAR imagery as inputs data in the classifier. 
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accuracy of the classification.  For example, the DN values of the red band that 

are responsible for improving the classification accuracy (around 45-65) are 

similar for both the early leaf-onset and leaf-on mid-summer aerial photos.  

Conversely, the DN values less than 75 or greater than 150 of the blue band in 

the leaf-on aerial photo are the most probable in improving the accuracy of the 

classification.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-15: Subset area showing the Upland/Water/Wetland determinant classification 
results from a randomForest decision tree classification: (a) using optical and 
topographical data alone and (b) using optical, topographic, and SAR imagery 
combined. The relative confidence of the decision tree classification using all optical, 
topographic, and radar data is shown in panel (d). The original National Wetland 
Inventory (NWI) data is shown in panel (c), where land cover classes were consolidated 
for ease in comparison. 
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Though SAR input data are not among the most important variables for 

decision tree classification, several layers are in the top ten, including: volume 

scattering channel of the Freeman-Durden polarimetric decomposition from all 

four image dates utilized in this study, the HH channel from June 15, 2009, and 

the HV channel from September 19, 2009.  These results illustrate that including 

relative backscatter as well as polarimetric information about scattering 

mechanisms typically observed by vegetative canopies can help improve 

Upland/Water/Wetland classification accuracy.  Although the Freeman-Durden 

parameters are important in the accuracy of the classification, it is difficult to  

Figure 1-16: Mean decrease accuracy and gini index plots for the 

Upland/Water/Wetland determinant classification using optical, 

topographic, and SAR imagery combined. 
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Figure 1-17: Value partial dependence plots for a selection of the most 

important input variables for the Upland/Water/Wetland determinant 

classification using optical, topographic, and SAR imagery combined. 

assess the partial dependence of specific values of one scattering mechanism 

without knowing the relative percentage of the other two scattering mechanisms.  

The least important input datasets were found to be the thematic polarimetric 

decompositions of Cloude-Pottier and, most particularly, van Zyl.  These findings 

are likely due to the limiting and unrealistic nature of assigning a single scattering 

mechanism to each pixel on the ground. 

Modified Cowardin Land Cover Classification: 
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Table 1-3 shows the error matrix for the modified Cowardin classification.  

With optical and topographic data alone, the decision tree classifier confuses 

scrub/shrub areas 51% of the time (commission error) and mainly misclassifies 

these areas as upland.  Unfortunately, there is no improvement in commission 

error of scrub/shrub wetlands by including SAR data, mainly due to the additional 

confusion with forested wetlands.  The addition of SAR improved the accuracy of 

classifying water but there is little difference in the omission or commission errors 

of the upland and wetland classes. The output of this classification for the entire 

study area is shown in Figure 1-18.   

 

Figure 1-18: A modified Cowardin land cover classification result from a randomForest 

decision tree classification using a combination of optical, topographical, and SAR 

imagery as inputs data in the classifier. 
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In the same subset area as discussed previously, Figure 1-19 shows how 

the modified Cowardin classification results are again visually similar between  

Figure 1-19: Subset area showing the Upland/Water/Wetland determinant classification 
results from a randomForest decision tree classification: (a) using optical and 
topographical data alone and (b) using optical, topographic, and radar imagery 
combined. The relative confidence of the decision tree classification using all optical, 
topographic, and radar data is shown in panel (d). The original National Wetland 
Inventory (NWI) data is shown in panel (c), where land cover classes were consolidated 
for ease in comparison. 
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Table 1-3:  Error matrices and associated accuracy results from the modified 

Cowardin land cover classification using optical and topographical data only and 

for using optical, topographic, and SAR imagery combined. 
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the two decision tree tests (optical/topographical only versus 

optical/topographic/SAR included), but vary greatly from that of the original NWI.  

It is clear that the original NWI estimates a much higher coverage of forested 

wetlands and little scrub/shrub in comparison.  Pointing out the same south-

western lake as described previously, the confidence in classification of wetland 

type has increased (Figure 1-19d) and there are few areas within this subset 

area that have very low confidence. 

Figure 1-20: Mean decrease accuracy and gini index plots for the 

modified Cowardin land cover classification using optical, topographic, 

and SAR imagery combined. 
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The mean decrease in accuracy and gini Index plots from randomForest 

for the modified Cowardin classification are shown in Figure 1-20.  The top most 

important input datasets for this classification include: the blue and red bands of  

the 2008 leaf-on aerial orthophoto (“ae08b_10m” and “ae08r_10m”), the red 

band and NDVI of 2009 early leaf-onset aerial orthophoto (“ae09r_10m” and 

“ndvi09_10m”), and elevation (“dem_10m”).  Except for the apparent 

dependence on elevation, the important variables for the modified Cowardin 

classification are not very different from the variables important for 

Figure 1-21: Value partial dependence plots for a selection of the most 

important input variables for the modified Cowardin land cover 

classification using optical, topographic, and SAR imagery combined. 
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Upland/Water/Wetland determinant classification.  However, it is most interesting 

that the sensitive digital number (DN) values for each of these datasets are very 

different (Figure 1-21).  Here, DN values of the leaf-on blue band that were least 

important for the Upland/Water/Wetland determinant classification are among the 

most important values for the Cowardin classification.  A similar pattern was 

found with the important values in the early leaf-onset red band, where the DN 

values below 45 are much more important in the Cowardin classification than for 

the Upland/Water/Wetland determinant classification.  These findings strengthen 

the case for the inclusion of seasonal aerial orthophotos for improving wetland 

mapping accuracy. 

Similar to the previous findings, the volume scattering channel of the 

Freeman-Durden polarimetric decomposition from most image dates and the HV 

channel from June were found to be important for classifying wetland types.  

Again, these results illustrate that including relative backscatter as well as 

polarimetric information can improve wetland mapping accuracy over having the 

broad thematic definitions of surface scattering mechanisms.   

Table 1-4 shows a comparison of all error matrices for each classification 

scheme.  The addition of SAR data in the Upland/Water/Wetland determinant 

classification improved the accuracy by 3% over having optical and topographical 

data alone and by 5% over the original NWI.  Each of the Upland/Water/Wetland 

classification error matrices were found to have statistically significant z statistics, 

but the differences between the optical/topographic and optical/topographic/SAR 

matrices and between the optical/topographic/SAR and NWI matrices were not 

statistically significant.  For the modified Cowardin classification scheme, the 

addition of SAR data only improved the accuracy 1% over having optical and 

topographical data alone.  However, a comparison of the z statistics from the 

original NWI and optical/topographic/SAR matrices showed that this method 

significantly improves the classification wetland types, increasing the accuracy by 

14%. 
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Summary and Conclusion: 

The research presented here shows that the integration of multi-temporal, 

multi-sensor, and multi-frequency remotely sensed data improved the accuracy 

of a decision tree classification of wetlands in a forested region of Northern 

Minnesota.  Forested wetlands are typically very challenging to map, due to the 

obstruction of tree canopy cover.  The incorporation of radar backscatter and 

polarimetric data was shown to improve the commission error of forested 

wetlands and improved the overall accuracy of all wetland types.  The original 

NWI has many disadvantages and this paper offers a method to improve the 

classification accuracy of wetlands using a robust, free, decision tree algorithm.   

The potential to apply the methodology presented in this paper over 

another study site is limited mainly by input imagery and training data availability.  

Currently, SAR data is not freely available and can be expensive if fully 

polarimetric imagery are desired over large geographic areas.  However, certain 

Land Cover Classification 
Total Accuracy 

(%)

Kappa-hat 

Statistic

Kappa-hat 

Variance

Z statistic 

(*significant)

Compare Z 

Statistic

Upland-Wetland Determinant

Optical & Topographical Input 

Data Only
72 0.51 0.0021 11.1*

0.6

Optical, Topographical,              

& SAR Data Included
75 0.54 0.0020 12.2*

Original National Wetland 

Inventory (NWI)
70 0.47 0.0021 10.3*

1.1

Modified Cowardin Class

Optical & Topographical Input 

Data Only
62 0.44 0.0015 11.1*

0.53

Optical, Topographical,              

& SAR Data Included
63 0.47 0.0015 12.2*

Original National Wetland 

Inventory (NWI)
49 0.31 0.0010 9.70*

3.2*

Table 1-4: Summary of the independent accuracy assessment results from both 
decision tree classification schemes (Upland/Water/Wetland determinant and 
Modified Cowardin Class) and for both input dataset combinations of 
optical/topographic input data only and optical/topographic/SAR input data.  
Using the same independent reference data points, an accuracy assessment 
was also done on the original National Wetland Inventory (NWI). 
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landscapes may not benefit from the addition of SAR data, particularly if there is 

very little tree canopy or if the weather is always clear.   

The prevailing advantage of longer wavelength radar signals is thought to 

be their circumvention and deeper penetration of dense canopy cover.  Though 

SAR data did improve the accuracy of differentiating between upland and 

wetland areas, the performance of the decision tree classifier was not 

significantly different than without SAR for this study site.  Changes in surface 

structure directly affect backscatter brightness and classified scattering 

mechanisms.  However, the temporal variability in these land classes are 

apparently not significant enough that SAR data contributes considerable 

improvement to the accuracy of the land cover classifications shown in this 

paper.  Further research is therefore needed in other SAR sensor platforms with 

longer wavelengths, such as the Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALOS) 

Phased Array type L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (PALSAR) (23 cm 

wavelength) data and in alternative optical platforms with more spectral bands 

available, such as the Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM).  Incorporation of optical, 

topographic, C-band, and L-band data may increase the accuracy of classifying 

forested wetlands. 

The results of this study include a wetland classification map and the 

relative confidence of each pixel.  The methods presented here provide a 

valuable tool for automated mapping of wetland areas and provide an effective 

aid for facilitating the manual mapping of more challenging wetland class types 

using aerial photos and a human interpreter.  
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Chapter 2: Influence of Multi-Source and Multi-Temporal Remotely 

Sensed and Ancillary Data on the Accuracy of Random Forest 

Classification of Wetlands in Northern Minnesota* 

Abstract 

Wetland mapping at the landscape scale using remotely sensed data 

requires both affordable data and an efficient accurate classification 

method. Random forest classification offers several advantages over 

traditional land cover classification techniques, including a bootstrapping 

technique to generate robust estimations of outliers in the training data, as 

well as the capability of measuring classification confidence. Though the 

random forest classifier can generate complex decision trees with a 

multitude of input data and still not run a high risk of over fitting, there is a 

great need to reduce computational and operational costs by including only 

key input data sets without sacrificing a significant level of accuracy. Our 

main questions for this study site in Northern Minnesota were: 1) how does 

classification accuracy and confidence of mapping wetlands compare using 

different remote sensing platforms and sets of input data; 2) what are the 

key input variables for accurate differentiation of upland, water, and 

wetlands, including wetland type; and 3) which datasets and seasonal 

imagery yield the best accuracy for wetland classification. Our results show 

the key input variables include terrain (elevation and curvature) and soils 

descriptors (hydric), along with an assortment of remotely sensed data 

collected in the spring (satellite visible, near infrared, and thermal bands;  

 

*In Review: Corcoran, J. Knight, J. Gallant, A. Influence of Multi-Source and 

Multi-Temporal Remotely Sensed and Ancillary Data on the Accuracy of 

Random Forest Classification of Wetlands in Northern Minnesota, Remote 

Sensing, 2013 
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satellite normalized vegetation index and Tasseled Cap greenness and  

wetness; and HH and HV polarization using L-band satellite radar). We 

undertook this exploratory analysis to inform decisions by natural resource 

managers charged with monitoring wetland ecosystems and to aid in 

designing a system for consistent operational mapping of wetlands across 

landscapes similar to those found in Northern Minnesota.  

Introduction 

Wetlands provide many ecosystem services such as filtering polluted water 

(Vymazal, 2005), mitigating flood damage (Deschamps et al., 2002; Lane and 

D’Amico, 2010; Mitsch and Gosselink, 2000), recharging groundwater storage 

(Acharya and Barbier, 2000; van der Kamp and Hayashi, 1998), and providing 

habitat for diverse flora and fauna (Hamilton et al., 2007; Mayer and 

Galatowitsch, 1999; Richardson et al., 2007). Wetland quality and quantity are 

particularly important in light of the increasing impacts of climate change, a 

growing human population, and changing land cover and land use practices 

(Hearne, 2007; Solomon et al., 2007). It is therefore essential that wetlands are 

managed appropriately and monitored frequently. 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers defines wetlands as: “areas that are 

inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency and duration 

sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a 

prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions” 

(Environmental Laboratory, 1987). The Corps identifies potential wetland areas 

using three broad categories: soils, vegetation, and hydrology, where the 

classification is specifically based on geological substrate (soil type, drainage), 

the presence and type of hydrophytic vegetation, and topographic features that 

influence the hydrological movement and storage of water.  

Characteristics of wetland structure and position are not the only influential 

factors on the permanence and duration of a wetland’s capacity to store water. 
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Regional and local climate conditions are the main driving forces behind a 

wetland’s hydroperiod. Hydroperiod can be defined as the seasonal pattern of 

water level, duration and frequency in a wetland, akin to a “hydrologic signature”. 

The hydroperiod of a wetland has been described as the single most important 

aspect of the biodiversity within a wetland habitat, because the duration between 

dry and wet periods directly influences complex biological interactions and 

communities (Wissinger, 1999). The phenology of a wetland has a major 

influence on its classification and changes in the hydroperiod over time can thus 

alter a wetland’s classification. 

Accurate landscape-scale wetland maps are important for stakeholders that 

represent many different interests in wetland ecosystems. Accurate wetland 

maps are needed to: better respond to and prepare for natural disasters and 

invasive species mediation (Ramsey et al., 2009; van der Sande et al., 2003), 

conserve and restore wetland areas following policy and regulation changes 

(Mayer and Lopez, 2011; Nel et al., 2009), address water quality and quantity 

concerns (Dahl, 1990; Minnesota Department of Natural Resources a, Accessed 

2012 August 20), and better understand the linkages and seasonality of these 

ecosystems to biodiversity and other natural resources (Goetz, 2006; Haas et al., 

2011). However, many existing wetland maps are out of date and efforts for 

updating them tend to happen over small geographic extents or at intervals too 

infrequent for appropriate environmental mitigation (Dahl and Watmough, 2007). 

Furthermore, traditional wetland mapping methods often rely on optical imagery 

and manual photo interpretation or classification using single date imagery. 

These maps typically under-represent ephemeral and forested wetlands, due to 

their possible absence during time of data acquisition and because of 

obscuration by vegetative canopy (Dahl, 1990). Even if the temporal coverage is 

appropriate, optical imagery alone may not reveal wetlands obscured by clouds 

or haze, or a dense vegetated canopy. 

The integration of multi-source (multi-platform and multi-frequency) and multi-

temporal remotely sensed data can provide information for mapping wetlands in 
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addition to the use of single date optical imagery traditionally used for wetland 

classification. Surface features, such as extent of inundation, vegetation 

structure, and likelihood of wetlands can be better resolved with the addition of 

longer wavelength radiometric responses, topographic derivatives (Moore, 

Grayson, Landson, 1991), and ancillary data about the geological substrate (Li et 

al., 2012b; Sader et al., 1995). Long-wave radar signals, such as C-band (5.6 

cm) or L-band (23 cm), have been found to improve land cover classification 

accuracy because these wavelengths have deeper canopy penetration and are 

sensitive to soil moisture and inundation (Evans et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012a; 

Rocha de Souza et al., 2012). These active sensors are not as sensitive to 

atmospheric effects, penetrate clouds, and are operational at night, thereby 

increasing the temporal coverage of wetland mapping. Research has shown that 

data from multiple sources and over multiple seasons capture greater variation in 

hydroperiod and vegetative condition and thus have the potential to increase 

both classification accuracy and confidence (Bwangoy et al., 2010; Castañeda 

and Ducrot, 2009; Li and Chen, 2007).  

Given the wealth of remotely sensed and ancillary data, a robust wetland 

classification method applied to large geographic areas needs to be 

computationally fast, require no assumptions about data distribution, handle 

nonlinearity in relations between input variables, and be capable of using 

numeric and categorical data. In addition, the assessment of results will be 

improved if the classification method identifies outliers in the training data, 

provides rankings of the importance of the input variables, and produces internal 

estimates of error and confidence of the output classification. Many decision tree 

classifiers fulfill all these requirements and have been used in land cover 

mapping for years (Bolstad and Lillesand, 1992; Friedl and Brodley, 1997; Li and 

Chen, 2005a; Pal and Mather, 2003), including several that use the meta-

classifier random forest (Guoa et al., 2011; Naidoo et al., 2012; Rodriguez-

Galiano et al., 2012). 
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Our goal was to identify an optimal selection of input data from multiple 

sources and time periods of remotely sensed and ancillary data for accurate 

wetland mapping using random forest decision tree classification in a forested 

region of Northern Minnesota.  We assessed ways of increasing classification 

accuracy, confidence, and practicality by assessing results from several 

combinations of input data.  Our main questions for this study site in Northern 

Minnesota were: 1) how does classification accuracy and confidence of wetland 

mapping compare using different remote sensing platforms and ancillary data 

from different periods of the growing season; 2) what are the key input variables 

for accurate differentiation of upland, water, and wetlands, including wetland 

type; and 3) which datasets and seasonal imagery yield the best accuracy for 

wetland classification. 

Methods 

Study Area  

Much of northern Minnesota (MN) is forested. The hydrographic patterns of 

the landscape have been influenced heavily by glacial advances and retreats 

over the millennia (Minnesota Department of Natural Resources b, Accessed 

2012 August 20). Our study centered on Cloquet, MN (Figure 2-1), which lies in 

the sparsely populated “Arrowhead” region of northeastern Minnesota. This study 

area is dominated by managed and natural hardwood and conifer forests, woody 

and herbaceous wetlands (United States Department of Agriculture a, Accessed 

2012 August 20), and low density residential housing with a small city center 

(population 12,000) (Minnesota Department of Administration (AdminMN), 

Accessed 2011 October). The elevation across the study area is 330 – 450 m 

above sea level (mean of 392 m), with the slope of the landscape averaging less 

than 1.7 degrees. 

Given the variable nature of hydroperiod in space and over time, the weather 

during remotely sensed and field data acquisition is especially relevant when 
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mapping wetlands. We collected field data in the summers of 2009 and 2010 and 

acquired remotely sensed data for several dates from 2008 to 2010. The 30-year 

normal total annual precipitation for the nearest major NOAA weather station in 

Duluth, MN (about 35 km away from the study site) measures between 5 – 10 cm 

in the spring, about 10 cm in the summer, and between 5 – 10 cm in the fall, for a 

total of about 79 cm annually (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 

Accessed 2012 October). The 30-year normal minimum precipitation in the 

spring is between 0.6 – 1.25 cm, with a maximum between 18 – 20 cm. In the 

summer the minimum precipitation is between 1.75 – 2 cm, with a maximum 

between 20 – 25 cm.  The minimum precipitation in the fall is around 0.25 cm, 

with a maximum between 18 – 23 cm. Hydrologists in the northern hemisphere 

use the term water year to describe the period of time between October 1 to 

September 30 of the next calendar year. The lowest level of precipitation is in 

general during the fall and the landscape is typically replenished during the 

winter and spring of that water year.  Precipitation over the study site during the 

2008 water year (October 2007-September 2008) was slightly above normal, 

whereas the rest of that summer and well into the 2009 water year the trend was 

slightly below normal. Precipitation during the first part of the 2010 water year 

was slightly above normal around the study site and trended more towards 

normal throughout the north east region, whereas in the latter part of that year 

the trend was slightly below average (Minnesota Department of Natural 

Resources c, Accessed 2012 August 20).  
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Figure 2-1: Study area near Cloquet, MN. The aerial photo on the right is from the 2008 

National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP). 

Land Cover Classification Schemes  

Two levels of classification were performed.  The land cover classification 

schemes we used differentiated between upland, water, and wetland areas 

(Level 1) and sub-classified wetlands into wetland type (Level 2). Upland areas 

included all non-wetland classes, for example: urban, forest, grassland, 

agriculture, and barren land cover classes.  Areas classified as wetland were 

sub-classified into a modified version of the Cowardin classification scheme 

(Cowardin et al., 1979), including the three most common wetland classes in the 

study area according to the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) (United States 

Fish and Wildlife Service, accessed 10/2011): emergent, forested, and 

scrub/shrub wetlands. We merged the palustrine unconsolidated bottom class 

with the emergent wetland class and the riverine unconsolidated bottom class 

with the water class, based on visual assessment of the landscape variability in 

the study area (Table 2-1).  
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Table 2-1: Level 2 classification and our corresponding class modifications. 

Level 2 Class Modification of the Classes Used 

Upland Upland 

Water 
Water + Palustrine Unconsolidated 

Bottom 

Emergent Wetland 
Emergent + Riverine Unconsolidated 

Bottom 

Forested Wetland Forested Wetland 

Scrub/Shrub Wetland Scrub/Shrub Wetland 

 

Any errors present in the initial Level 1 classification result prior to sub-

classifying the wetland class can be propagated to the Level 2 classification 

(Foody, 2002; Janssen and van der Wel, 1994; Lunetta et al., 1991; Yuan et al., 

2005). We tested whether classification accuracy could be improved by 

developing a Level 2 classification directly from the full set of input data without 

first producing a Level 1 classification, but the results were too poor for further 

consideration. Thus, all subsequent Level 2 classification results and discussion 

represent a hierarchical sub-classification of the wetland class from the results of 

the corresponding Level 1 land cover classification. 

Decision Tree Classification  

We used random forest as the decision tree classifier for our study (Breiman, 

2001). Generating decision trees was an efficient means of using our point 

reference training data to establish relations between our independent and 

dependent variables to produce a land cover classification. Random forest is a 

meta-classifier that consists of a collection (forest) of decision trees using training 

data.  The decision trees were constructed with a random sample of input 

variables selected to split at each node. The default number of variables selected 

equals the square root of the total number of input variables, which we held as a 

constant during forest growing.  The decision trees were fully grown without 
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pruning using a sample (with replacement) of about one-third of the training data.  

The cross-validation accuracy was calculated using the remaining training data 

(out-of-bag) and was used to evaluate the relative accuracy of each model prior 

to a formal accuracy assessment.  Each tree produced a 'vote' for the final 

classification, where the final result was the class which had the highest number 

of votes (Breiman, 2001).  The classification confidence, or probability, equals 

the ratio of the number of votes for a given class out of the total number of trees 

generated, with a resulting value range of 0 – 1.  For each model tested we ran 

500 decision trees. 

We built several random forest models per classification Level by integrating 

different combinations of remotely sensed and ancillary input data to determine: 

1) the most important data sources (corresponding to platform and wavelength of 

optical or radar data, and ancillary topographic and soils data derivatives), 2) the 

most significant input variables for mapping wetlands and classifying wetland 

type, and 3) the most effective temporal period (all data or only spring, summer, 

or fall season only). Pre-defined combinations of input data are shown in (Figure 

2-2).  We reviewed the top three models with highest overall accuracy for each 

classification Level. 

To determine if reducing the data load significantly changed the accuracy of 

the classification, we re-ran the top random forest models having the highest 

overall accuracy using only a selection of important variables - referred to as 

Reduced Data Load (RDL) models from this point forward.   We used a 

combination of assessment measures from random forest (i.e. mean decrease in 

accuracy and Gini index for the overall model and per class, explained in the 

Accuracy Assessment section below) and expert knowledge to assess variable 

importance.  In the selection of important variables for the RDL, we thought it 

was valuable to have fair representation from all data sources and seasons, to 

incorporate both remote sensing and wetland science knowledge, and to utilize 

the measures of variable importance produced by the random forest classifier.  

For example, if a radar data variable was within the top 20 variables for either the 
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Gini index or the mean decrease in accuracy, that variable was included in the 

RDL model based on our knowledge of the sensitivity of the radar signal to 

saturated conditions.  Selection for the Level 2 RDL was complex. We 

considered variable importance measures for the overall model and for each of 

the three wetland classes, and we incorporated expert knowledge of specific 

input data layers for our final selection of the RDL.  We selected 10 important 

variables for the Level 1 classification. We increased our selection to 15 variables 

for the Level 2 classification to accommodate anticipated overlap in the input 

data distributions between different classes. 

Training and Test Reference Point Data 

Reference training and test point data (Table 2-2) were compiled from 

randomly generated field sites visited in the summers of 2009 and 2010, from 

study sites of an existing wetland monitoring program (centroids from polygons of 

the 2006 – 2008 MN Department of Natural Resources Wetland Status and 

Trends Monitoring Program (Minnesota Department of Natural Resources a, 

Accessed 2012 August 20)), and from our expert knowledge in photo 

interpretation. The protocol for reference data collection in 2009 and 2010 

involved several steps in the field: two different field crews were sent to locate 

random ground reference points with a GPS unit; crew members identified the 

dominant Cowardin wetland type (Cowardin et al., 1979) within a reasonable 

visual distance; crew members recorded basic observations about the site's 

characteristics; 2-5 photographs were taken per site; and crew members 

recorded the point ID, photo ID, Cowardin classification, and GPS coordinates in 

a back-up field book. Each field point represents a spatial area equal to the 

ground resolution of the input raster data used in the model (30 m). If the 

landscape surrounding the field point was not homogeneous within a reasonable 

visual distance, the field crew would use their discretion and move the GPS point 

to a new location which was more homogeneous. Empirical comparison of 

accuracies of results using different subdivisions of training and testing data 
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(United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Accessed 2011 October) led us to use a 

stratified random sample of 75% of the reference point data for training the 

random forest classifier and 25% of the reference point data for testing the 

accuracy of the results.  Reference points were added to the training dataset via 

photo interpretation to maintain appropriate representation of land cover classes 

and to preserve a suitable spatial distribution of training points.  Assessment of 

outliers in the training dataset integrated the proximity measure from random 

forest (described in more detail below), aerial and field photo interpretation, and 

expert knowledge to determine whether training sites were appropriate reference 

for their respective classes. We filtered only training sites; all testing sites were 

maintained in the reference set (Table 2-2). Spatial autocorrelation in either 

reference dataset was not formally addressed in this study. 

 

Table 2-2: Summary of reference point data before and after the filtering of training sites. 

 

The set of reference training data were evaluated for outliers using the 

proximity measure from the random forest classifier. Proximity was calculated by 

running the training dataset down each tree in the forest a second time, 

Land Cover 

Classification 

Training Sites 

Prior to 

Filtering 

Final Sites for  

Model 

Training 

Sites Used for  

Accuracy 

Testing 

Final Total  

Upland 464 305 136 441 

Water 69 46 19 65 

Wetland 421 402 149 551 

Total 954 753 304 1057 

Emergent Wetland 97 109 43 152 

Forested Wetland 156 140 49 189 

Scrub/Shrub 

Wetland 
168 153 57 210 

Total 421 402 149 551 
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increasing the proximity value by one each time the training site occupied the 

same terminal node of the decision tree in the first and second run. The proximity 

measure was normalized by dividing by the total number of trees generated by 

random forest. Training sites with a low proximity measure may be outliers in the 

training data. For this study, the proximity measure was used to guide the 

selection and evaluation of training sites that were considered outliers. Each of 

the identified sites was evaluated and, subsequently, some of the sites were 

removed.  

Input Datasets and Process Flow 

The implementation used to run random forest required that all raster data 

have the same spatial resolution and geographic extent. We chose to resample 

all raster data to match the layer with the coarsest resolution: Landsat 5 

Thematic Mapper (TM) at 30 m spatial resolution. Resampling an image can 

introduce errors prior to classification (Lunetta et al., 1991), so we used the 

nearest neighbor sampling approach to minimize alteration of the original data 

values for our optical imagery. All input data were rasterized and coregistered 

using ERDAS Imagine (v. 2010) with a root mean square error (RMSE) of less 

than 15 m.   

In all of the tables and figures to follow, if a data source/platform is mentioned 

(e.g. “Landsat TM” or “radar”), all data layers from that source/platform are 

included in the tested combination.  For example, the “All Season, All Data” 

model which uses Landsat TM, PALSAR, and Soils data includes all Landsat TM 

bands and derivatives from all dates (Table 2), all PALSAR polarizations from all 

dates, and all Soils data layers. 

Following preparation of input datasets and training point data, we ran random 

forest to generate classification and confidence layers based on predefined 

combinations of datasets, including combinations of different platforms and 

seasons described earlier. We used our test point data to assess accuracy of 

each of the output classifications (Figure 2-2).  
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Figure 2-2: Data process flow. Preprocessing of input datasets and reference point data 

(shown in blue) are in the left-hand column. Combinations of datasets used to perform 

random forest (shown in red), along with generation of the output classification and 

confidence maps, and accuracy assessment are referenced by boxes in the right-hand 

column. 

Topographic Input Data 

We used the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) National Elevation Dataset 

(NED) (United States Geological Survey, Accessed 2011 October) (10 m 

resolution resampled to 30 m) to determine elevation and derive slope gradient, 
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aspect, curvature, and flow accumulation across the study area. The accuracy of 

this dataset varied spatially, but the overall vertical root mean square error was 

2.44 m.  We applied the flow accumulation function provided by the 

Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) ArcGIS (v. 10.0) to calculate 

the direction(s) of water flow across the landscape and accumulate flow for all 

downslope cells. Cells with high flow accumulation imply areas of concentrated 

flow, such as stream channels, and cells with low flow accumulation likely are 

ridges or plateaus (Tarboton et al.,1991). The curvature metric is a second 

derivative of slope and influences the convergence and divergence of water flow 

(Moore et al., 1991).  The topography of this study area  does not vary 

significantly (330 – 450 m elevation, 392 m mean elevation, 20 m standard 

deviation; 0 – 37 degree slope with an average of 1.7 degrees).  Compared to 

the height distribution of the study area, the vertical accuracy of the dataset has a 

negligible RMSE. 

Soils Input Data 

Soil attributes are defining variables in all working definitions of wetland areas 

(Cowardin et al., 1979). Though soils data are not available everywhere and the 

quality of the maps that are available may be questionable, we tested the 

effectiveness of including or not including soils data in this study.  We extracted 

soils tabular and vector data from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) 

Soil Survey Geographic Data Base (SSURGO) (United States Department of 

Agriculture b, Accessed 2011 October).  The following data layers were used 

based on their likelihood to be associated with wetland areas: soil type (e.g. 

mucky peat, loam), dominant and wettest drainage class (e.g. moderately well 

drained, poorly drained, and somewhat poorly drained), and hydric class (e.g. 

hydric, or partially hydric) (Li et al., 2012b; Zhu et al., 2012). We joined the 

tabular and vector data for these four soils data layers and then converted the 

layers to raster format with 30 m spatial resolution. 
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Optical Input Data 

Northern Minnesota is frequently cloudy, particularly in the summer, making it 

a challenge to find cloud-free conditions over our study area. The only Landsat 

TM imagery available with adequate cloud-free conditions was from early spring 

and fall (Table 1-1). We used blue (TM Band 1, B), green (TM Band 2, G), red 

(TM Band 3, R), near-infrared (TM Band 4, NIR), two mid-infrared (TM Band 5, 

MIR1; and TM Band 7, MIR2), and thermal infrared (TM Band 6, TIR) bands from 

all image dates. We included NIR, MIR1, MIR2, and TIR because of their 

suitability for land cover mapping and detecting water content in plants and soil 

(Baker et al., 2006; Shih and Jordan, 1992). Though multi-temporal and multi-

platform data were used, the acquired satellite data were not atmospherically 

corrected and the data remained in digital number format. The data were 

integrated into a single dataset from which the training data were derived to 

Season Date Band Combinations Platform - Source 

Spring 

April 17, 2010 
B, G, R, NIR, MIR1, MIR2, 

TIR  
Satellite - Landsat 5 TM 

May 19, 2010 

June 2009 

B, G, R, NIR, MIR1, MIR2, 

TIR 

B, G, R, NIR 

Satellite - Landsat 5 TM 

Aerial Orthophoto - 

NAIP 

Summer 

August 2008 B, G, R, NIR 
Aerial Orthophoto - 

NAIP  

August 2010 B, G, R 
Aerial Orthophoto - 

NAIP  

Fall 

September 21, 

2009 

B, G, R, NIR, MIR1, MIR2, 

TIR 
Satellite - Landsat 5 TM 

October 04, 2008 
B, G, R, NIR, MIR1, MIR2, 

TIR 
Satellite - Landsat 5 TM 

 

Table 2-3: Input optical data for decision tree classification. 
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classify land cover as a single date, thus we decided that atmospheric correction 

unnecessary (Song et al., 2001).  

We calculated both the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and 

Tasseled Cap transformations for each TM image date. NDVI has been useful for 

separating vegetated versus non-vegetated areas and wet versus dry areas 

(Ozesmi and Bauer, 2002). The brightness, greenness, and wetness axes of the 

Tasseled Cap transformation (Crist and Cicone, 1984; Kauth and Thomas, 1976; 

Kauth and Thomas, 1976) have a long record of use in improving classification 

results, assessing land cover change, and aiding in estimates of forest structure 

and disturbance (Cohen and Spies, 1992; Dymond et al.,2002; Jin and Sader, 

2005).  

Due to the aforementioned challenge to find cloud-free imagery during the 

summer season over our study area, we also acquired aerial orthophotos from 

the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Farm Service Administration (FSA) 

National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP) for August 2008 and 2010 and an 

additional orthophoto from June 2009 (early leaf onset) to increase our temporal 

coverage of optical data during the summer season. The 2008 and 2009 images 

were acquired with visible and near infrared bands (blue, green, red, NIR), 

whereas the 2010 image was collected only in visible bands (blue, green, red). 

We used the red and near infrared bands to calculate NDVI for both 2008 and 

2009.  All aerial orthophotos were resampled to 30 m spatial resolution. 

Radar Input Data 

We used synthetic aperture radar (SAR) from RADARSAT-2 (C-band, 5.6 cm 

wavelength) and Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALOS) Phased Array type 

L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (PALSAR) (L-band, 23.6 cm wavelength) 

satellite systems (Table 2-4). We obtained two fully polarized RADARSAT-2 

images (June 15, 2009 and September 19, 2009) through the Canadian Space 

Agency's Science and Operational Applications Research (SOAR) Program. The 

imagery was provided by the vendor with the constant beta look up table (LUT) 
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applied to avoid over saturation of the data (Kaya, ).  We radiometrically 

corrected the data, performed antennae pattern correction, converted the 

amplitude values to sigma naught (σ0), and scaled the backscatter values in 

decibels for quantitative analysis (Parmuchi et al., 2002). Prior to resampling our 

RADARSAT-2 data, we applied a boxcar filter (7x7 moving window) to reduce 

speckle and increase the number of effective looks for polarimetric 

decomposition (Bouchemakh et al., 2008).  The data were then resampled to 30 

m using a mean window after terrain correcting the imagery.  We generated 

polarimetric decompositions for the June and September RADARSAT-2 data and 

two additional dates (July 9, 2009 and August 26, 2009) made available by the 

Canada Center for Remote Sensing (CCRS). Though proprietary data and 

licensing restrictions prohibited us from incorporating the backscatter data from 

the dates provided by CCRS, we were able to use the polarimetric 

decompositions in our analysis (preprocessing steps were performed in the same 

manner as above). Table 2-4 outlines which dates included the backscatter plus 

polarimetric decompositions (“Full dataset”) and which dates did not include 

backscatter (“Decomp only”). We used the software package PCI Geomatica (v. 

9.1) to preprocess the RADARSAT-2 imagery and generate polarimetric 

decompositions.   

We used three types of polarimetric decompositions on the RADARSAT-2 

imagery to assess the benefits of radar polarimetry for mapping wetlands: van 

Zyl, Freeman-Durden, and Cloude-Pottier (van Zyl, 1989). The premise behind a 

polarimetric decomposition is that the received signals contain important 

information regarding the structure of the landscape target, the scattering 

mechanism of the return signal, and the apparent shift in the phase of the signal 

from the target (Baghdadi et al., 2001; Henderson and Lewis, 2008; Slatton et al., 

2008; Wang and Davis, 1997). The van Zyl decomposition is a classification (van 

Zyl, 1989) based on the backscatter and number of phase shifts that occur in the 

returned signal, where each pixel is discreetly classified as single, odd, or diffuse. 

The Freeman-Durden decomposition (Freeman and Durden, 1998) models the 
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target scattering mechanisms as a continuous variable where each pixel 

represents relative proportions of surface scattering, double bounce, and volume 

scattering. The Cloude-Pottier decomposition (Cloude and Pottier, 1997) uses 

parameters of entropy, alpha angle, and anisotropy calculated from the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a coherency matrix. Entropy is the randomness 

of scattering mechanisms, alpha angle represents the dominant scattering 

mechanism, and anisotropy characterizes directional dependence and 

importance of the secondary scattering mechanism. Among these three 

polarimetric decompositions, many authors have found the Freeman-Durden 

decomposition in particular to be useful for wetland mapping (Brisco et al., 2011; 

Corcoran et al., 2011; Sartori et al., 2011). These polarimetric decompositions 

represent the advanced analysis possible with radar polarimetry and thus were 

included in the random forest models which evaluated the effectiveness of 

RADARSAT-2 imagery for mapping wetlands. 

We also acquired three dual-polarized (HH and HV) ALOS PALSAR images 

(July 29 and September 11, 2009 and June 14, 2010) for the study area from the 

Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF) archive (Table 2-4). We used the software 

package MapReady (v. 2.3), available through the ASF, for preprocessing the 

PALSAR data.  Upon import, MapReady was used to perform antenna pattern 

correction using the beta coefficient, scale the data to decibel backscatter, and 

perform radiometric and geometric terrain correction using the 10 m NED 

elevation dataset.  The imagery was geocoded and resampled to 30 m spatial 

resolution using the default method in MapReady, bilinear interpolation, which 

considers four neighboring pixel values.  
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Accuracy Assessment 

We reserved a stratified random subset of 25% of the reference point data and 

implemented traditional methods to assess accuracy and evaluate results. We 

constructed error matrices with overall accuracy, 95% confidence intervals (CI), 

User’s and Producer’s accuracies, kappa statistic (k-hat), and ran significance 

tests of error matrix k-hat values (Congalton and Green, 2008) for all random 

forest classification models. We performed two error matrix significance tests for 

each of the land cover classification levels: 1) between the most accurate 

random forest model with the full data suite to the same model with only a 

selection of the most important variables (RDL), and 2) between the most 

accurate random forest model with the full data suite to the most accurate 

random forest model using only data from a seasonal snapshot. Asterisks were 

used next to table values that were significant at an alpha of 0.05.  We also 

Season Date Source Mode* 
Incidence 

Angle 
Product 

Spring 
June 15, 2009 RADARSAT-2 FBQ 

26.9 near, 

28.7 far 
Full dataset 

June 14, 2010 PALSAR FBD 34.3 center Full dataset 

Summer 

July 09, 2009 RADARSAT-2 FBQ 
26.9 near, 

28.7 far 

Decomp 

only 

July 29, 2009 PALSAR FBD 34.3 center Full dataset 

Aug 26, 2009 RADARSAT-2 FBQ 
26.9 near, 

28.7 far 

Decomp 

only 

Fall 

Sept 11, 2009 PALSAR  FBD 34.3 center Full dataset 

Sept 19, 2009 RADARSAT-2  FBQ 
26.9 near, 

28.7 far 
Full dataset 

* FBQ: Fine Beam Quad-polarization, FBD: Fine Beam Dual-polarization 

Table 2-4:Input radar data for decision tree classification. 
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conducted an accuracy assessment of the original NWI for comparison to our 

accuracy results. 

Outputs from random forest provide unique complements to traditional 

accuracy assessment, including: 1) cross-validation, using the out-of-bag sample 

of training data to evaluate relative accuracy of each model prior to a formal 

accuracy assessment; 2) classification confidence, or probability, calculated by 

the number of times a given class was designated as the final class out of the 

total number of trees, with a resulting value range of 0 – 1; 3) mean decrease in 

accuracy, calculated per input data layer, giving insight to how influential a layer 

was on the overall accuracy; and 4) Gini index, which aids in evaluating the 

influence of input layers on the structure of the decision trees.  

To calculate mean decrease in accuracy, the sample of reference data that 

was retained during the growth of each decision tree (out-of-bag) was used to 

determine the relative change in accuracy by including or excluding a particular 

variable. The normalized change in cross-validation accuracy was totaled after all 

decision trees were run and represents the relative importance of that variable 

(Breiman, 2001). The Gini index is calculated by, starting with an index value of 

1, reducing the index value per variable every time that variable was used to 

make a dichotomous split in each decision tree. This index value was totaled per 

variable and represents the relative influence of that variable on the structure of 

each decision tree (Breiman, 2001). The most important variables in the random 

forest model can be inferred by evaluating both the mean decrease in accuracy 

and Gini index.  

Results 

Upland, Water, and Wetland Land Cover Classification (Level 1) 

The most accurate full season random forest model for the Level 1 

classification (85% accurate) integrated all available Landsat 5 TM, topographic, 

PALSAR, and soils data. The error matrix (Table 2-5) shows this model confused 
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upland areas with wetland areas about 29% of the time (commission error 

calculated from the User's accuracy), but wetland areas were confused with 

upland areas only 4% of the time. In terms of Producer’s accuracy (omission 

error), reference upland areas were more often correctly classified as uplands 

(94%) compared to the wetland class (78%). The water class was highly 

accurate in terms of both Producer’s and User’s accuracies (100% and 95%, 

respectively). 

 

Table 2-5: Classification error matrix for the most accurate full season random forest 

model for the Level 1 classification which incorporated all available Landsat 5 TM, 

topographic, PALSAR, and soils data. 

  Reference Data 

 

Class Upland Water Wetland 
Row 

Total 

User 

Accuracy 

(%) 

C
la

s
s

if
ie

d
 D

a
ta

 

Upland 97 0 39 136 71 

Water 0 18 1 19 95 

Wetland 6 0 144 150 96 

Column 

Total 
103 18 184 305  

Producer 

Accuracy 

(%) 

94 100 78  

Overall = 

85% 

k-hat = 0.73 

95% CI +/- 

4% 

 

The second and third most accurate full season random forest models for the 

Level 1 classification had overall accuracies of 84% and 83%, respectively (Table 

2-7).  The second most accurate model incorporated all available Landsat 5 TM, 
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aerial orthophoto, topographic, PALSAR, and soils data. This result shows that 

adding aerial orthophotos changes the accuracy by a very small amount (<1%). 

The third most accurate model incorporated all available Landsat 5 TM, 

topographic, RADARSAT-2, PALSAR, and soils data.  This result shows that 

adding RADARSAT-2 data changes the accuracy by about 2%. 

The classification map for the best Level 1 model illustrates how wetlands 

dominate the study landscape (Figure 2-3). The confidence for the resulting land 

cover classification (see representative area subset in Figure 2-3) was relatively 

high for most of the area classified as wetland, particularly around the shoreline 

of water bodies and in larger wetland complexes. Areas of lower confidence may 

be prone to misclassification from high variability or data redundancy in the input 

variables. We also tested a full season reduced data load (RDL) model to  

 

 

Figure 2-3: Output classification of the most accurate full season random 

forest model for the Level 1 land cover classification using all available 

Landsat 5 TM, topographic, PALSAR, and soils data. 
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evaluate if using only the top ten important variables significantly changed the 

accuracy of the classification.  

We identified the top ten variables using expert knowledge and the mean 

decrease in accuracy and Gini index values for each variable in the Landsat 5 

TM, topographic, PALSAR, and soils model (Table 2-6). The overall accuracy of 

classification results from the RDL model (Table 2-7) was 81% (+/- 4%) with 

generally lower values of Producer’s and User’s accuracies. However, a 

significance test of the difference between the full data suite and RDL models 

was not significant at an alpha level of 0.05. There was a small difference in the 

resulting wetland area between the two models: the full season model had a 

slightly lower total wetland area (18,969 hectares) than the RDL model (19,010 

hectares). Though the difference in wetland area was negligible, a difference 

map of the results from the two models revealed widespread spatial differences, 

without pattern, due to more isolated pixels throughout the RDL model.  

When ancillary datasets were used without the addition of remotely sensed 

data, the accuracy was significantly reduced. Classifying upland, water, and 

wetlands using topographic and soils data produced a higher accuracy (74%) 

than a model with soils data alone (73%) or topographic data alone (62%).  

Conversely, the best classification result without ancillary data, using only 

Landsat TM and PALSAR imagery, was still less accurate (80%) than models 

which used both remotely sensed and ancillary data (85%). All comparisons 

made here were statistically significant at an alpha level of 0.05.  These findings 

show that integrating ancillary datasets with remotely sensed data can 

statistically improve accuracy of mapping wetlands.   
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Table 2-6: Top ten important variables, in order of importance, selected from the most 

accurate full season random forest model used in a RDL model for the Level 1 

classification. 

 

Data Type Date Source 

NIR Band May 19, 2010 Landsat 5 TM 

Hydric Soils NA 
USDA 

SSURGO 

MIR1 Band  
September 21, 

2009 
Landsat 5 TM 

Elevation NA USGS NED 

Curvature NA USGS NED 

Green Band October 4, 2008 Landsat 5 TM 

Red Band October 4, 2008 Landsat 5 TM 

Blue Band April 17, 2010 Landsat 5 TM 

NDVI April 17, 2010 Landsat 5 TM 

HV Polarization June 14, 2010 PALSAR 
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* Values were significant at an alpha of 0.05. 

We also evaluated results of different models from a temporal perspective to 

determine the influence of time-of-season for data acquisition on classification 

results (Table 2-8). Input data from different platforms were available for different 

periods of the growing season (Table 2-3 and Table 2-4), a situation typical of 

multi-platform analyses and worth investigating. The seasonal model with the 

best accuracy (85%) was constructed from spring season data and had an 

overall accuracy comparable with the full season model. When we compared the 

full season and spring season models, the full season model had a lower total 

wetland area (18,969 hectares) than the spring season model (19,679 hectares). 

A difference map of the results from the two models did not reveal significant 

widespread spatial differences, but there was an observed pattern of 

classification differences occurring along roads and land cover transition zones. 

The most accurate model using fall data had an overall accuracy of 82% and the 

best model constructed from summer data had the least accurate results at 79%.  

Model 
Overall Accuracy 

(%) 

Kappa 

Statistic 

Z 

Statistic 

Best: TM, topo, PALSAR, soils 

(Table 5) 
85 0.73 19.4* 

RDL: top variables in best 

model (Table 6) 
81 0.67 16.3* 

2nd Best: TM, aerial, topo, 

PALSAR soils 
84 0.71 18.3* 

3rd Best TM, topo, RSAT-2, 

PALSAR soils 
83 0.68 17.2* 

National Wetlands Inventory 70 0.46 9.6* 

 

Table 2-7: Error matrix summary of the three best full season random forest models for 

the Level 1 land cover classification, as compared to the NWI. 
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Table 2-8: Summary of results for the best seasonal random forest models for the Level 

1 land cover classification. 

 

Cowardin Wetland Classification (Level 2) 

The most accurate full season random forest model for the Level 2 

classification integrated all available Landsat 5 TM, aerial orthophoto, 

topographic, RADARSAT-2, PALSAR, and soils data to yield an overall accuracy 

of 69% (+/- %5) (Figure 2-4). The overall accuracy for this model prior to sub-

classifying the wetland class was 84% (+/- 5%), with the Producer’s and User’s 

accuracies for the wetland class at 79% and 93%, respectively (+/- 6% and 4%, 

respectively).  

The error matrix for results from the best Level 2 classification model (Table 

2-9) shows that upland areas were confused with wetland areas about 28% of 

the time (User’s accuracy was 72% +/- 8%). The forested wetland class had the 

highest User’s accuracy (71% +/- 13%) and the emergent wetland class had the 

highest Producer's accuracy (65% +/-5%). Reference upland sites were 

classified correctly as uplands 92% of the time (+/- 5%). Reference emergent 

wetlands were classified correctly 65% of the time (+/- 5%), but forested and 

 

Season Model 

Overall 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Kappa 

Statistic 

Z 

Statistic 

Spring TM, topo, PALSAR, soils 85 0.72 19.1* 

Summer 
Aerial, topo, PALSAR, 

soils 
79 0.63 14.5* 

Fall 
TM, topo, RSAT-2, 

PALSAR, soils 
82 0.67 16.3* 

Full 

Season 
TM, topo, PALSAR, soils 85 0.73 19.4* 

* Values were significant at an alpha of 0.05. 
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scrub/shrub wetlands were classified correctly only about half of the time (49% 

and 48%, respectively, +/- 12% for each). Both forested and emergent wetlands 

tended to be confused with scrub/shrub wetlands. The water class was highly 

accurate for both Producer’s and User’s accuracies (95% for each, +/- 11% for 

each).  

 

 

Figure 2-4: Output classification of the most accurate full season random forest model 

for the Level 2 land cover classification using all available Landsat 5 TM, aerial 

orthophoto, topographic, RADARSAT-2, PALSAR, and soils data. 

 

The second and third most accurate full season random forest models for the 

Level 2 classification had overall accuracies of 66% and 65%, respectively (Table 

2-11).  The second most accurate model incorporated all available Landsat 5 TM, 
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topographic, RADARSAT-2, PALSAR, and soils data. This result shows that 

when we do not include aerial orthophotos, the overall accuracy in sub-

classifying wetlands changes by about 3%. The third most accurate model 

incorporated all available Landsat 5 TM, aerial orthophoto, topographic, 

RADARSAT-2, and soils data.  This result shows that when we do not include 

PALSAR data, the overall accuracy in sub-classifying wetlands changes by about 

4%. 

We assessed a full season RDL model to evaluate whether using the most 

important variables significantly changed the accuracy of the results for the Level 

2 classification. We used expert knowledge and the mean decrease in accuracy 

and Gini index values for each variable in the full model to identify the top 15 

variables for a RDL model (Table 2-10). The accuracy of the RDL model (Table 

2-11) was 63% (+/- 5%), which did not differ significantly from the accuracy of the 

full model at an alpha level of 0.05. There was a difference in the resulting 

wetland area between the two models: the full season model had a lower total 

wetland area (18,351 hectares) than the RDL model (20,376 hectares). Most of 

the difference in area between the two models was from forested and 

scrub/shrub wetland classes erroneously classified as upland areas in the RDL 

model. A difference map of the results from the two models revealed widespread 

spatial differences with an observed pattern of classification differences occurring 

along roads and land cover transition zones.  
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Table 2-9:Classification error matrix for the most accurate full season random forest 

model for the Level 2 classification which incorporated all available Landsat 5 TM, aerial 

orthophoto, topographic, RADARSAT-2, PALSAR, and soils data. 

 

We evaluated several models to determine the extent to which time frame and 

corresponding data platforms could influence results for the most accurate Level 

2 classification (Table 2-12). Satellite data from the spring yielded the most 

accurate results (71%), exceeding the level of accuracy produced by the full 

season model (69%). When we compared the full season and spring season 

models, the full season model had a higher total wetland area (18,351 hectares) 

than the spring season model (17,162 hectares). Most of the difference in area 

between these two models was from forested and scrub/shrub wetland areas 

erroneously classified as the upland class in the spring season model. A 

  Reference Data 

 

Class Upland Water 
Emergent 

Wetland 

Forested 

Wetland 

Shrub 

Wetland 

Row 

Total 
User Acc. 

C
la

s
s

if
ie

d
 D

a
ta

 

Upland 98 0 4 21 14 137 72 

Water 0 18 1 0 0 19 95 

Emergent 

Wetland 
5 1 24 1 12 43 56 

Forested 

Wetland 
3 0 0 35 11 49 71 

Shrub 

Wetland 
1 0 8 14 34 57 60 

Column 

Total 
107 19 37 71 71 305  

Producer 

Accuracy 
92 94 65 49 48  

Overall = 

69% 

k-hat = 0.58 

95% CI  

+/- 5% 
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difference map of the results from the two models revealed less significant 

widespread spatial differences and no apparent pattern. The most accurate 

model using summer data had an overall accuracy of 65%. The best model 

constructed from fall data had the least accurate results at 62%.  

 

Table 2-10: Top 15 important variables, in order of importance, selected from the most 

accurate full season random forest model used in a RDL model for Level 2 classification. 

 

 

Data Type Date Source 

TC Greenness May 19, 2010 Landsat 5 TM 

NDVI May 19, 2010 Landsat 5 TM 

TIR Band  April 17, 2010 Landsat 5 TM 

MIR1 Band 
September 21, 

2009 
Landsat 5 TM 

TC Wetness 
September 21, 

2009 
Landsat 5 TM 

MIR1 Band October 4, 2008 Landsat 5 TM 

HH 

Polarization 

September 21, 

2009 
PALSAR 

HV Polarization 
September 21, 

2009 
PALSAR 

NDVI April 17, 2010 Landsat 5 TM 

NDVI Summer 2008 NAIP 

TC Wetness May 19, 2010 Landsat 5 TM 

TC Wetness October 4, 2008 Landsat 5 TM 

HH 

Polarization 
June 14, 2010 PALSAR 

HV Polarization June 14, 2010 PALSAR 

HV Polarization July 29, 2009 PALSAR 
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Table 2-11: Error matrix summary of the three best full season random forest models for 

the Level 2 classification. 

Model 
Overall 

Acc (%) 

Kappa 

Statistic 

Z 

Statistic 

Best: TM, aerial, topo, RSAT-2, PALSAR, 

soils (Table 9) 
69 0.58 16.4* 

RDL: top variables in best model (Table 10) 63 0.50 13.7* 

2nd Best: TM, topo, RSAT-2, PALSAR soils 66 0.55 15.3* 

3rd Best: TM, aerial, topo, RSAT-2, soils 65 0.53 14.6* 

National Wetlands Inventory 55 0.38 11.0* 

* Values were significant at an alpha of 0.05. 

 

Table 2-12: Error matrix summaries of the best seasonal random forest models for the 

Level 2 classification. 

Season Model 

Overall 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Kappa 

Statistic 

Z 

Statistic 

Spring TM, topo, PALSAR, soils 71 0.60 17.3* 

Summer Aerial, topo, soils 65 0.51 13.8* 

Fall 
TM, topo, RSAT-2, PALSAR, 

soils 
62 0.48 13.0* 

Full 

Season 

TM, aerial, topo, RSAT-2, 

PALSAR soils 
69 0.58 16.4* 

* Values were significant at an alpha of 0.05. 
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Discussion 

A key challenge in mapping and monitoring the landscape with remotely 

sensed data is that temporal coverage can be limited because of cloud 

contamination of imagery and because overpass schedules and return 

frequencies vary from platform to platform. Conditions for our research were no 

exception. This motivated us to examine the importance of type and seasonal 

timing of source data for classifying wetland-dominated landscapes in a forested 

region of the Upper Midwest.  

Upland, Water, and Wetland Land Cover Classification (Level 1) 

Our best Level 1 classification (85%) relied on ancillary soils, topographic, and 

remotely sensed data from satellite optical (Landsat 5 TM) and radar (PALSAR) 

platforms.  This most accurate model used remotely sensed variables from fewer 

data sources than did the second (84%) and third best (83%) models, and did not 

require full temporal coverage (Table 2-7). A possible reason the best model did 

not place importance on summer data (aerial orthophotos) was that the fully 

developed tree canopy obscures underlying landscape features (i.e. inundation, 

wetland plant species, etc) that could otherwise reduce confusion in classifying 

vegetated upland and wetland areas (Wright and Gallant, 2007). The third most 

accurate model included RADARSAT-2 imagery and polarimetric 

decompositions, along with ancillary soils and topographic data.  The fact that 

these particular radar datasets were not incorporated in the most accurate model 

implies that the C-band imagery was not as appropriate as L-band imagery for 

mapping wetlands in a forested region, primarily due to better propagation of the 

longer wavelength radar signal through the tree canopy. These results may also 

confirm findings elsewhere that the high variability from radar backscatter in C-

band imagery can confuse the model and cause a reduction in accuracy (Li and 

Chen, 2005b). Though none of the three best models or the RDL model were 

significantly different from each other (at an alpha level of 0.05), all four models 

were significantly more accurate than the original NWI.  
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Reducing the number of variables in the Level 1 model to only the 10 most 

important variables produced results that were 4% less accurate than obtained 

with the full data suite model. However, this accuracy still was relatively high 

(81%) and enabled us to remove nearly 50 variables from the full model, thereby 

increasing classification efficiency and reducing cost without sacrificing a 

significant level of accuracy. Furthermore, our assessment of seasonal data 

sources suggests that imagery from spring alone can provide comparable results 

with imagery distributed throughout the entire growing season (Table 2-8). Most 

of the spring input data used in the model corresponded with above-normal 

precipitation conditions, confirming findings from other research that precipitation 

conditions are highly relevant to differentiating upland, water, and wetland 

classes (Jensen et al., 1984; Ozesmi and Bauer, 2002). Our results show the 

effectiveness of targeting input variables acquired during the spring season in 

this geographic region to improve land cover classification accuracy and 

confidence.  

Results of the RDL model for this classification level showed that in addition to 

elevation, curvature, and hydric soils data, the most important spring season data 

included: satellite blue and NIR bands, satellite NDVI, and HV polarization using 

L-band radar. The satellite blue band, which had a high importance based on the 

mean decrease in accuracy for the upland class, was acquired on an especially 

clear day (April 17, 2010) and thus had very little atmospheric interference, which 

typically makes this band noisy and not as useful. Others have found the blue 

band to be useful in classifying upland classes such as bare soil and in masking 

out shadowed areas (Doxani et al., 2008; Nobrega et al., 2008).  Other studies 

have confirmed these remotely sensed variables, particularly near infrared and 

NDVI, are important for land cover classification and land cover change mapping. 

Such variables are particularly important when discriminating between forest 

structural condition (i.e. open or closed canopy), monitoring stand age and 

regrowth, and estimating species composition and richness (Sesnie et al., 2008; 

Steininger, 1996; Tuomisto et al., 2003). Studies have also established that the 
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multiple scattering and subsequent depolarization of the radar signal explains the 

importance of HV polarization for classifying land cover and estimating biomass, 

particularly in forested regions (Baghdadi et al., 2001; Sartori et al., 2011; 

Tuomisto et al., 2003).  It is important to note that even though our best results 

included ancillary soils and topographic input data, without the inclusion of 

ancillary data, the selected remotely sensed layers in the RDL model retain their 

level of importance. 

Cowardin Wetland Classification (Level 2) 

The second and third most accurate models (66% and 65%, respectively) 

developed for the Level 2 classification relied on fewer data sources than used 

by the best model and performed better than the RDL model. None of the three 

best models or the RDL model were significantly different from each other (at an 

alpha level of 0.05), but all four were a statistical improvement over the NWI 

(Table 2-11). Sub-classifying wetlands accurately required ancillary soils and 

topographic data, as well as increasing the temporal and spectral coverage of 

remotely sensed data with optical and L-band radar, the latter undoubtedly 

because of deeper canopy penetration and increased interaction of the signal 

which has been known to be useful for distinguishing differences in vegetative 

land cover (Evans et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012a; Rocha de Souza et al., 2012; 

Whitcomb et al., 2009b).  

Our attempts to produce a RDL model using the top 15 variables from the full 

data suite indicated too great a reduction in classification accuracy for 

distinguishing between wetland types, even with the inclusion of ancillary soils 

and topographic data. The top 15 variables used in the model, though important, 

do not sufficiently represent the variation in characteristics needed to sub-classify 

wetlands. However, results from our seasonal analysis suggest output from a 

RDL model might be improved if we selected for spring data, as the spring model 

produced the highest accuracy for the Level 2 classification (Table 2-12).  
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We observed fewer differences from a visual comparison of results between 

the full season and spring models than between the full season and RDL models, 

but wetland class confidence was somewhat higher with full data suite (118 input 

data layers) than with the spring season model (33 input data layers). Though in 

some cases classification accuracy can be improved by increasing the number of 

input data layers (Carrão et al., 2008), research has also shown that increasing 

the number of discrete classes requires comparable increases in training data to 

improve the sensitivity of classifiers to more refined class differences (Ho and 

Basu, 2002; Jackson and Landgrebe, 2001). Results from our efforts to model 

Cowardin wetland classes indicate that our model might benefit from additional 

reference training sites, particularly for the forested and scrub/shrub wetland 

classes which had very low accuracy compared to the emergent wetland class. 

The most important variables selected for a RDL model of the Level 2 

classification incorporated a rather different set of data sources and seasons 

(Table 2-10) than were selected for the Level 1 classification (Table 2-6). The 

most important variables for sub-classifying wetlands included remotely sensed 

data from a broader temporal range than for simply differentiation between 

upland, water, and wetland areas. Many studies have found multi-temporal data 

to aid in land cover classification, particularly for wetland mapping (Parmuchi et 

al., 2002; Slatton et al., 2008; Townsend, 2001; Whitcomb et al., 2009b). The 

Level 2 model made use of thermal data and Tasseled Cap transformation 

derivatives, as well as a much greater use of radar data. Other studies have 

confirmed that thermal data is important for land cover classification, particularly 

in separating vegetated and impervious areas and different moisture levels 

throughout the landscape (Baker et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2003). The Tasseled 

Cap transformation also has been used by others to improve wetland mapping 

(Baker et al., 2007; Wright and Gallant, 2007). We found that using radar 

backscatter was more useful than using the polarimetric decompositions; in 

particular, our findings further confirm those of others documenting the 

importance of co- and cross-polarization radar backscatter (HH and HV, 
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respectively) in classifying land cover (Augusteijn and Warrender, 1998; Hess et 

al., 1995; Hess et al., 2003).   

Conclusions  

One of our main goals was to identify an optimal selection of input data from 

the various sources of remotely sensed and ancillary data to accurately map 

wetland areas in Northern Minnesota.  We accomplished this goal by rigorously 

testing the results from several combinations of data at two classification levels 

versus a reduced data load model, where each variable’s ranking importance 

was determined by the output measures from random forest.  We found that the 

most accurate full season random forest model for the Level 1 classification 

integrated Landsat 5 TM, topographic, PALSAR, and soils data (85% accurate) 

and the most accurate full data suite model for the Level 2 classification 

integrated Landsat 5 TM, aerial orthophoto, topographic, RADARSAT-2, 

PALSAR, and soils data (69% accurate). Specifically, we conclude that the key 

input variables for accurately differentiating between upland, water, and wetland 

areas include satellite Red, NIR, and MIR1 bands and NDVI, elevation and 

curvature, hydric soils ancillary data, and L-band HV polarization. We conclude 

that, in addition to the variables used for the Level 1 classification, the key input 

variables for a Level 2 classification of wetlands include Tasseled Cap 

Greenness and Wetness, satellite thermal band, and L-band HH polarization. 

Weather conditions over the study site during the water years October 2007-

September 2010 were relevant to conclusions made regarding seasonal data 

importance. This is because precipitation, and any subsequent deviation from the 

30 year normal, influences the site’s hydrologic characteristics prior to data 

acquisition. The important spring datasets identified in Table 2-5 and Table 2-9 

all correspond to above normal precipitation conditions. With the exception of the 

summer of 2008, the rest of the important summer and fall datasets were 

acquired during below normal precipitation conditions. Though it is possible to 
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plan spring data acquisition knowing the water year trends from the fall and 

winter before, it is difficult to fully anticipate precipitation events that will obscure 

optical data acquisition.  

To assess the dependence of wetland mapping accuracy on the period of the 

growing season imagery are acquired, we tested several seasonal data suites.  

For the Level 1 classification, there was a nominal difference between the 

accuracy of the best full data suite model and the best model which incorporated 

only spring season data. For the Level 2 classification, the results were about 2% 

more accurate using only the spring season data than if a full data suite was 

used. The most accurate dataset for both classification levels incorporated 

satellite optical, infrared, and thermal (Landsat 5 TM), topographic data 

(elevation, slope, aspect, and flow accumulation), HH and HV polarization radar 

(L-band PALSAR), and soils data (soil type, hydric condition, and drainage). We 

conclude that accurately identifying wetland areas in a forested region such as 

Northern Minnesota is improved when quad-polarization C-band radar 

(RADARSAT-2) and higher resolution aerial orthophotos are left out of the 

random forest model, provided multi-temporal satellite optical, L-band (PALSAR), 

topographic, and soils data are included.  However, we found that once wetland 

areas are identified, classifying wetland type is more accurate when C-band 

radar and broader temporal coverage of optical data are included.  

The results of this study suggest that wetland mapping in a forested region 

such as Northern Minnesota can be improved by targeting the selection of 

important input variables from essential data platforms (such as L-band 

PALSAR) and by allocating more complete spectral coverage during the spring 

season. Further improvements to wetland classification results for a forested 

region may include: analysis and utilization of classification confidence, using 

additional topographic information derived from light detection and ranging (lidar) 

such as canopy height and other parameters that relate to vegetation structure, 

and incorporating spatial context through use of object based image analysis.  
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Chapter 3: Wetland Mapping Accuracy Using Point and Polygon 

Training Data in a Random Forest Classifier  

for Two Ecologically Different Study Areas* 

Abstract 

Wetlands are dynamic ecosystems in both space and time, providing important 

ecosystem services which vary depending upon location.  Existing wetland maps, 

such as the National Wetland Inventory (NWI), are typically created by manual 

photo interpretation and heads-up digitization using one or more aerial images 

for each area of interest. Field reference data for both training and testing of 

wetland inventories in Minnesota are typically collected as GPS points over wide 

geographical areas and at infrequent intervals.  Point reference data may not be 

representative of the land cover type they aim to describe, due to point location 

or heterogeneity within the ecosystem of interest.  In this research, we present 

techniques for hierarchical land cover classification by training a random forest 

classifier in three ways: 1) field and photo interpreted points using a single pixel, 

2) average value for pixels within a buffer radius of field and photo interpreted 

points, and 3) area statistics within image segments that intersect field and photo 

interpreted points.   Additional assessments are made for two study sites to 

identify the key input variables for accurate classification of upland, water, and 

wetlands, and sub-classifying upland and wetland type. The random forest 

classification technique used here is robust, can be used to cross-validate 

observed-versus-predicted land cover classes, and produces both a classification 

and confidence map. We conclude that for both forested and agricultural regions, 

the image segment area training method is the most accurate.  Our results show 

the most important variables for differentiating between upland, water, and  

 

*In preparation for publication: Corcoran, J., Knight, J., Pelletier, K., Rampi, L., 

Wang, Y., Journal TBD, 2013. 
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wetland areas (Level 1) in both a forested and an agricultural region include: 

compound topographic index (CTI), summer season green and blue bands, and 

grid statistics from lidar point cloud data, especially those that relate to height.  

For sub-classifying upland and wetland type (Level 2), the best input 

data layers for a forested region include: Z deviation and mean, intensity 

minimum, and summer season blue and green bands. For Level 2 classification 

of an agricultural region, the best data layers include: digital surface model 

(DSM), normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), slope, and CTI. 

 
Introduction 

Wetlands are dynamic ecosystems, both in space and time, providing 

important ecosystem services which vary depending upon location.  These 

valuable ecosystems help mitigate flooding (Deschamps et al., 2002; Töyrä et al., 

2002; van der Sande et al. 2003), provide filtration of polluted waters from waste 

and run-off, recharge groundwater supply, and provide habitat for many aquatic 

organisms (Deschamps et al., 2002; Hodgson et al., 1987; Töyrä et al., 2002; 

van der Kamp and Hayashi, 1998; Vymazal, 2005; Wissinger, 1999).  Natural 

resource managers need accurate and frequently updated maps to allow for 

efficient and fast responses to emergency situations (e.g., flooding), to prepare 

for land use development projects (e.g., wetland mitigation plans), and to 

manage public resources (e.g., habitat restoration projects).   

The dynamic nature of wetlands makes it particularly important to update 

wetland inventories frequently.  The hydroperiod, or water level duration and 

frequency, is the most important attribute to a wetland’s function and biodiversity 

and is heavily influenced by climate patterns both large and small (Wissinger, 

1999).   Outside influences of wetlands in different ecological zones may require 

different mapping approaches these ecosystems differently. For example, climate 

conditions, topographical characteristics, and land use practices affect the 

location, duration, structure, and function of a wetland.   
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Wetland maps are conventionally made using manual photo interpretation and 

heads-up digitizing and are not frequently updated (Dahl and Watmough, 2007).  

Traditional wetland inventories, such as the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI), 

typically under-represent ephemeral and forested wetlands due to poor timing of 

image data acquisition (e.g., drier conditions in the mid-summer, when there is 

cloud cover, or full leaf-out conditions) and a lack of data that can better describe 

the structure of these diverse ecosystems (Stout, et al. 2007).  Pixel-based land 

cover classifications are traditionally unsupervised, supervised, or a combination 

of both (hybrid), and these classifications do not incorporate pixel context in the 

classification (Ozesmi and Bauer, 2002).  Object based image analysis (OBIA) 

groups pixels that have similar data value properties (i.e. radiance/reflectance, 

elevation, slope, etc.) into areas or segments. The resulting area can be 

classified by object, instead of pixel by pixel (Blaschke, 2010; Steele et al., 1996).  

For both categories of classification, the integration of remotely sensed data from 

multiple sources can provide a baseline for mapping wetlands and improve upon 

the use of single date optical imagery traditionally used for wetland classification.  

Wetland ecosystem attributes such as extent of inundation, vegetation structure, 

and potential wetness can be better resolved using aerial orthphotos from 

multiple dates, light detection and ranging (lidar) multiple return point cloud data 

(Lane and D’Amico, 2010; Song et al., 2002), and topographic derivatives 

(Bwangoy et al., 2010; Moore et al., 1991). 

Lidar has gained popularity for its suitability to create highly accurate digital 

elevation models (DEMs).  The unique information from pulse return elevation 

and intensity are currently under-utilized and have exceptional potential for 

identifying vegetation structure and hydrologic condition (Chust et al., 2008; 

Collin et al., 2010; Song et al., 2002).  Transmitted pulses from airborne lidar 

platforms create a concentrated point cloud density that can pass through gaps 

in thick canopy cover and provide information about the intensity of the return.  

This intensity data can provide significant information about the relative 

absorption of the laser pulse, which is suitable for identifying inundation below 
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the canopy cover (Lang and McCarty, 2009).  In addition, lidar data can provide 

unique data about vegetation structure through the analysis of the point cloud 

return and relative elevation of the returns.  This information can be used to 

estimate structural attributes of vegetation, such as stand height and volume, 

which can help differentiate between vegetative species with different canopy 

characteristics (Donoghue et al., 2007).  By fully utilizing the data provided by 

lidar and derivatives such as standard deviation of all returns within a grid cell, 

intensity of the returns, slope, digital surface model (DSM), and topographic 

indices, the precision of wetland mapping is expected to be significantly 

increased.   

Frequently updating wetland maps may be an expensive task, considering the 

cost of collecting field reference data, acquiring imagery, acquiring lidar data, 

producing the output classification maps, and performing quality control and 

accuracy assessment.  Minnesota is one of a few states with free statewide lidar, 

and spring and summer aerial imagery. The techniques used in this study are 

meant to be affordable, relatively simple, applicable for different study areas, and 

therefore easily repeated at a larger scale. Using an open source technique such 

as random forest, much of the training and classification process is automated, 

provided the reference and input model data is preprocessed in advance.  

Random forest classification is robust, computationally fast, can handle multiple 

data types, and does not require much user based knowledge to perform 

accurately.   

There are several ways to perform random forest classification which makes it 

unique and flexible, including: using point or area training data, producing pixel or 

object based classifications, and producing confidence maps and assessment of 

input data importance.  The choice of classifier training approach may not be 

flexible, considering the training data available (usually point reference data) and 

the resources at hand for modifying the data (i.e., software and expertise).  In this 

paper, we compare the results of hierarchical land cover classification by training 

a random forest classifier in three ways: 1) field and photo interpreted points 
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using a single pixel, 2) average value for pixels within a buffer radius of field and 

photo interpreted points, and 3) area statistics within image segments that 

intersect field and photo interpreted points.   Additional assessments are made 

for two study sites, in a forested region and an agricultural region, to identify the 

key input variables for accurate classification of upland, water, and wetlands, and 

sub-classifying upland and wetland type.  The results from this study provide 

classification and confidence maps that will inform natural resource managers 

charged with monitoring wetland ecosystems and will aid in the design of wetland 

mapping program in Minnesota using freely available data across the state and 

an open source classification technique. 

 

Methods 

Study Areas 

The study areas are representative of two very different ecological provinces 

with different hydrological patterns, according to the MN Department of Natural 

Resouces’ Ecological Classification System {{1102 Minnesota Department of 

Natural Resources}}: Laurentian Mixed Forest (Cloquet) and Prairie Parkland 

(Mankato). Regional and local climate conditions are the main driving forces 

behind a wetland’s hydrology. The seasonal pattern of water level, duration and 

frequency in a wetland is defined as a hydroperiod, also known as a “hydrologic 

signature”, and is described as the most important aspect of the biodiversity 

within a wetland habitat (Wissinger, 1999). Prairie Parkland areas tend to have 

hydroperiods with very short duration and low permanence, whereas Laurentian 

Mixed Forest areas are near constant, and much more permanent.  The following 

sections describe these broader ecological provinces and climate normals of the 

two sites.  
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Cloquet 

The Laurentian Mixed Forest province is in northeastern Minnesota. It is 

dominated by conifer forests, some mixed hardwood-conifer forests, and conifer 

bogs and swamps.  The hydrographic patterns of the landscape have been 

influenced heavily by glacial advances and retreats over the millennia (Minnesota 

Department of Natural Resources c, Accessed 2012 August 20).  The wetlands 

in this region have mainly coniferous and tall shrubby plants. These wetlands 

tend to be peat-forming due to the cool climate, poorly drained soils, excess 

precipitation with low evapotranspiration, and near-surface water tables.  The 

hydroperiod of these wetlands has a long duration of saturated conditions, nearly 

constant phenological richness and diversity (unless peat conditions become too 

acidic) and low disturbance (Minnesota Department of Natural Resources d, 

Accessed 2012 August 20).  Wetland loss in this region is not as great as in the 

southern portion of the state, as greater than 80% of the pre-settlement wetland 

area remains (Minnesota Department of Natural Resources b, Accessed 2012 

August 20). 

The study area surrounding Cloquet (Figure 3-1) is dominated by managed 

and natural hardwood and conifer forests, woody and herbaceous wetlands 

(United States Department of Agriculture, accessed 10/2011), and low density 

residential housing with a small city center (population 12,000) (Minnesota 

Department of Administration (AdminMN), Accessed 2011 October). The 

elevation across the study area is 330 – 450 m above sea level (mean of 392 m), 

with the slope of the landscape averaging less than 1.7 degrees.  The 30-year 

normal (1971-2000) total annual precipitation for the nearest major NOAA 

weather station in Duluth, MN (about 35 km away from the study site) is 

approximately 17 cm in the spring, 32 cm in the summer, 22 cm in the fall, and 7 

cm in the winter, for a total of ~79 cm annually (National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration, Accessed 2011 October).  The input data used for 

this study site were acquired in the spring of 2009 (optical), summer of 2010 

(optical), and spring of 2011 (topographical).  Precipitation over the study site 
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during the 2009 water year (October 2008-September 2009) was below normal 

by about 5 cm, but precipitation during the first part of the 2010 water year was 

above normal by about 10 cm.  Precipitation over the study site during the 2011 

water year was above normal by about 5 cm (Minnesota Department of Natural 

Resources a, Accessed 2012 August 20).  

 

 

Figure 3-1: Study area near Cloquet, MN. The aerial image on the left is from the 2010 

National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP). 

Mankato 

The prairie parkland province (PPA) is in western Minnesota and extends to 

the northern U.S. border.  The landscape has been carved by the most recent 

glacial period, resulting in the Minnesota River and many small depressional 

wetlands and drainage networks into the MN River.  The soils in this region tend 

to be poorly drained mineral soils with a high organic content.  The existing 

prairie wetlands are dominated by herbaceous grasses, forbs, and sparse 

shrubs.  This area typically has a hydroperiod with a higher evapotranspiration to 
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precipitation ratio. The hydrologic regime of these areas is characterized by 

spring snowmelt, surface runoff, and periodic precipitation events (sometimes 

high intensity) in the summer.  Overall, the duration and permanence of the 

hydroperiod is short, the hydroperiod is highly variable, and the natural 

phenology has been adapted to low moisture levels (Minnesota Department of 

Natural Resources a, Accessed 2012 August 20). 

This landscape has been heavily modified by human activity, specifically for 

large-scale conventional agriculture.  Most of the prairie wetlands have been 

drained with tile systems (Mayer and Lopez, 2011), though the drainage extent is 

unknown. It is estimated that less than 50% of the pre-settlement wetland area 

remains in this portion of the state (Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 

b).  Many of the agricultural fields surrounding Mankato are drained cultivated 

wetlands (Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, b), where standing water 

may be present during the high snowmelt and precipitation periods of the spring 

season (Figure 3-2).  There are several hundred scattered farmsteads and a 

moderately sized city center (population 40,000) within the study area (Minnesota 

Department of Administration (AdminMN), Accessed 2013 April).  The elevation 

across the study area is 233 – 316 m above sea level (mean of 296 m), with the 

slope of the landscape averaging less than 1.3 degrees.  The 30-year normal 

(1971-2000) total annual precipitation for the nearest major NOAA weather 

station in Mankato, MN measures approximately 22 cm in the spring, 37 cm in 

the summer, 19 cm in the fall, and 7 cm in the winter, for a total of ~84 cm 

annually (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Accessed 2013 

April). The input data used for this study site were acquired in the spring and 

summer of 2010 (topographical and optical, respectively) and the spring of 2011 

(optical).  Precipitation over the study site during the 2010 water year (October 

2009-September 2010) was above normal by about 25 cm, but precipitation 

during the 2011 water year was below normal by about 5 cm (Minnesota 

Department of Natural Resources a, Accessed 2012 August 20).  
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Figure 3-2: Study area near Mankato, MN. The aerial photo on the left is from the 2010 

National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP). 

 

Land Cover Classification Schemes  

We performed two levels of land cover classification for both study sites: 

differentiation between upland, water, and wetland areas (Level 1) and sub-

classifying upland and wetland classes (Level 2). Upland classes included: 

agriculture, forest, grassland, shrub, and urban.  Wetland classes included: 

emergent, forested, and scrub/shrub wetlands.  This wetland class scheme is 

modified from the Cowardin classification scheme (Cowardin et al., 1979), and 

included the three most common wetland classes in the study area according to 

the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) (United States Fish and Wildlife Service, 

Accessed 2011 October). Based on our observations of the landscape via aerial 

photo interpretation and our available reference data, we merged the palustrine 

unconsolidated bottom and palustrine aquatic bed classes with the emergent 
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wetland class and the riverine unconsolidated bottom class with the water class 

(Table 3-1). 

We took a hierarchical approach for classification using the following four 

steps (Figure 3-3): 1) water and non-water areas were classified; 2) the non-

water class was sub-classified into upland and wetland areas; 3) the wetland 

class was sub-classified into three wetland types; and 4) the upland class was 

sub-classified into five upland types.  We acknowledge that in a hierarchical 

approach, any errors present in the top level classification propagate down to the 

sub-classifications (Foody, 2002; Janssen and van der Wel, 1994; Lunetta et al., 

1991; Yuan et al., 2005).  

 

Table 3-1: Level 2 classification and our corresponding class modifications. 

Level 2 Class Modification of the Classes Used 

Upland Upland 

Water Water + Riverine Unconsolidated Bottom  

Emergent Wetland Emergent + Unconsolidated Bottom + Aquatic Bed 

Forested Wetland Forested Wetland 

Scrub/Shrub Wetland Scrub/Shrub Wetland 

 

At each step in the hierarchical classification, different sets of input data are 

used to optimize model performance for a given classification level in the 

hierarchy.  More details about the datasets used in each hierarchy level are 

described in the Random Forest section and each of the data layers included will 

be explained in detail in the respective subsections of the Input Datasets and 

Process Flow section.  
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Figure 3-3: Hierarchical classification process flow. 

 

Random Forest Classification  

We used the meta-classifier random forest for our study (Breiman, 2001), and 

performed 500 decision trees (a “forest”) per hierarchy level using three different 

types of reference training data.  The random forest classifier constructs decision 

trees using a random sample of input variables.  The number of variables 

sampled was the square root of the total number of input variables.  Each 

decision tree is fully grown using a sample (with replacement) of about one-third 

of the training data (in-bag).  The remaining training data (out-of-bag) can be 

used to calculate cross-validation accuracy to estimate relative accuracy of each 

model prior to formal accuracy assessment.  Each of the 500 trees produces a 

'vote' and the final classification result is the class which has the most votes 

(Breiman, 2001).  Confidence of the classification result is the ratio of the number 

of votes to the total number of trees generated, with a resulting value range of 0 

– 1. We built one random forest model per hierarchy level by integrating different 

combinations of remotely sensed data. 

The combinations of input data at each hierarchy level were selected based on 

expert knowledge of remotely sensed data and success from a previous study 

doing land cover classification (Corcoran et al., 2011).  The same datasets were 

used for both study sites to make inferences on the relative power of each input 

data layer for two different ecological regions.   The following datasets were used 
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in each step of the hierarchical classification: Step 1) water and non-water areas 

were classified using a digital elevation model (DEM), the Compound 

Topographic Index (CTI), and spring and summer aerial orthophotos; Step 2) the 

non-water class was sub-classified into upland and wetland areas using slope, 

CTI, spring and summer aerial orthophotos, and lidar grid statistics; Step 3) the 

wetland class was sub-classified into three wetland types using a DEM, slope, 

CTI, a digital surface model (DSM), slope of the DSM, spring and summer aerial 

orthophotos, and lidar grid statistics; Step 4) the upland class was sub-classified 

into five upland types using slope, a DSM, the slope of the DSM, spring and 

summer aerial orthophotos, normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) of the 

spring imagery, and lidar grid statistics.  

 

Training and Test Reference Data 

We tested a hierarchical land cover classification technique using three 

methods for classifier training: 1) point training data, using a single pixel value 

per point, 2) buffer area training data, using the average value for pixels within a 

12.5 m buffer radius surrounding the reference data points, and 3) polygon area 

statistics within image segments that intersect reference data points. For all three 

methods, we used the same stratified random sample of 75% of the reference 

point data for training and 25% of the reference point data for an independent 

accuracy assessment on the results (Table 3-2 and Table 3-3).   

Point training data for the random forest classifier included a single pixel value 

for each input data layer.  Buffer area training data included the mean value for 

all pixels within the buffer area for each input data layer.  Segment area training 

included the following statistics within each image object for each input data 

layer: minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation. 
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Table 3-2: Summary of reference point data for Cloquet, MN. 

Land Cover Class Training 

Sites  

Testing 

Sites 

Final 

Total 

Upland 296 132 428 

Water 48 18 66 

Wetland 401 146 547 

Total 745 296 1041 

Agriculture 25 14 39 

Forest 145 79 224 

Grassland 53 12 65 

Shrub 40 15 55 

Urban 33 12 45 

Total 296 132 428 

Emergent Wetland 108 40 148 

Forested Wetland 140 49 189 

Scrub/Shrub Wetland 153 57 210 

Total 401 146 547 
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Table 3-3: Summary of reference point data for Mankato, MN. 

Land Cover Class Training 

Sites  

Testing 

Sites 

Final 

Total  

Upland 191 64 255 

Water 24 8 32 

Wetland 125 41 166 

Total 340 113 453 

Agriculture 71 24 95 

Forest 24 8 32 

Grassland 24 8 32 

Shrub 28 9 37 

Urban 44 15 59 

Total 191 64 255 

Emergent Wetland 63 21 84 

Forested Wetland 49 16 65 

Scrub/Shrub Wetland 13 4 17 

Total 125 41 166 

 

Point Training Data 

Reference training and test point data were compiled from several sources, 

including: randomly generated field sites visited by trained field crews (summers 

2009-10 for Cloquet and summer 2011 for Mankato), plots of an existing wetland 

monitoring program (centroids from polygons of the 2006-08 MN Department of 

Natural Resources Wetland Status and Trends Monitoring Program (WSTMP) 

(Minnesota Department of Natural Resources b, Accessed 2012 August 20), and 

newly generated points using photo interpretation. The procedure for field crew 

reference data collection during the summers 2009-11 involved the following: 

locating randomly generated reference points with a GPS unit; identifying the 
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dominant land cover type within a reasonable distance to the crew’s discretion; 

recording basic characteristics of the site on the GPS unit; taking representative 

photographs; and maintaining a back-up recording of the point ID, photo ID, land 

cover classification, and GPS coordinates in field book. Points were added to the 

reference dataset via photo interpretation to ensure enough representation of 

land cover classes and to maintain a random distribution of data points.  The 

random forest model built using this point training data was applied per pixel to 

the whole study area for both sites to produce a pixel classification. 

 

Buffer Area Training Data 

We used a buffer area around each of the reference training points to 

incorporate contextual information in the training phase of the random forest 

classifier.  The additional information provided by a training area, rather than a 

single pixel, has been reported to increase the representativeness of the training 

data and improve the accuracy of the classification (Castañeda and Ducrot, 

2009; Parmuchi et al., 2002; Yuan et al., 2005).  To accommodate this need for 

more training information, we tested a simple approach of creating a buffer area 

around the training data point.  We used a 12.5 m radius, or a 3x3 cell window at 

5 m spatial resolution.  The average value for each buffer area is calculated for 

each input data layer and that value was used by the classifier. The random 

forest classifier using the buffer area training data was applied per pixel to both 

study areas to produce pixel classifications. 

 

Image Segment Area Training Data  

Pixels that are contained within the buffer areas surrounding reference training 

points provide contextual information irrespective of ecosystem transition zones 

and edges effects.  Regions that have been segmented are generated by the 

homogeneity present within the various layers of input data used by the algorithm 
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(Blaschke, 2010). These boundaries contain more information about the 

landscape compared to a single point and are more representative of the feature 

than an arbitrary buffer area.  Image segmentation has been shown to be useful 

in land cover classification in many studies over several decades (Haralick and 

Shapiro, 1985; Hay et al., 2001; Kartikeyan et al., 1998; Pal and Pal, 1993).  The 

methods available for image segmentation and the applications for OBIA have 

become more broadly sophisticated over the last decade (Benz et al., 2004; 

Blaschke, 2010; Hay et al., 2005; Nobrega et al., 2008; O'Neil-Dunne et al., 

2012) .  The OBIA process tends to rely heavily on expert knowledge of software 

algorithms and time invested in trial and error for parameter settings. The 

approach we used was designed to be simple, fast, minimally reliant on expert 

knowledge, and repeatable using freely available software. 

The image segmentation procedure we used involved several step and 

employed multiple segmentation algorithms in the software package eCognition 

Developer 64 (v. 8.8).  We describe this process as dynamic, iterative, and 

minimally knowledge-based at multiple scales.  In this case, ‘scale’ refers to 

creating image objects that represent features at different spatial scales, i.e., 

fine-scaled features (trees and buildings) and large scaled features (agricultural 

fields, water bodies, and wetland complexes).  Figure 3-4 outlines the approach 

in six steps, which are explained in more detail as follows: 

Step One: We segmented the study area using the algorithm “Contrast Split” 

on the Digital Surface Model (DSM; this data layer is described in more detail in 

the Topographic Input Data Section below). This effectively separated bright 

(‘tall’) areas from dark (‘not tall’) areas, where the eCgonition software uses 

iterations of different threshold values to optimize the split.  eCognition also uses 

an “Edge Difference” method for finding the borders of image objects. 

Step Two: We used a slope data layer (described in more detail below) with 

the algorithm “Multi-threshold Segmentation” to segment the ‘tall’ features 

(greater than 1 m in height, based on an assessment of the distribution of surface 

feature heights throughout the DSM) into areas of low slope (<3o) and high slope 
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(>3o).  The value of 3o of slope was chosen by trial and error and confirmed by 

other studies who found this value to be an appropriate threshold for wetland 

mapping (Whitcomb et al., 2009).  To isolate buildings from trees and other 

natural features, we used spring and summer optical data (these data layers are 

described in more detail below) with the algorithm “Quadtree”.  This algorithm 

aggregates image objects with similar spectral properties and produces 

rectangular objects similar in shape to anthropogenic features, compared to 

natural features that tend to be more rounded (less angular). 

Step Three: We used the algorithm “Multi-resolution Segmentation” with spring 

and summer optical data on all ‘tall’ features (low and high slope). This is an 

optimization algorithm which consecutively segments to minimize the 

heterogeneity within image objects and merges segments to maximize the 

homogeneity between neighboring image objects.  The parameters used in this 

algorithm were scale parameter = 10, shape = 0.3, and compactness = 0.5.  

Through trial and error, we found that these parameters are not particularly 

sensitive and did not require rigorous testing to optimize.  A lower value for the 

scale parameter was used to generate an over-segmented representation of the 

landscape, such that small features are created while large features contain 

many small image objects.  For the ‘not tall’ features, we used the “Multi-

resolution Segmentation” algorithm with both optical and lidar intensity values 

(data layer is described in more detail below) using the same algorithm 

parameters described above. Through trial and error and confirmed by other 

studies (Donoghue et al., 2007; Lang and McCarty, 2009; Song et al., 2002), we 

found that including intensity information helps to identify wet features when 

segmenting amongst the ‘not tall’ objects.  However, we found that including 

intensity information in segmenting the ‘tall’ features introduced too much noise.  

Step Four: This step is a continuation of the previous step.  The “Multi-

resolution Segmentation” results in Step 3 were further refined using “Spectral 

Difference Segmentation”, where small image objects were aggregated to create 

contiguous image objects for large features while maintaining spectral similarity 
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within small features.  This further minimizes the heterogeneity within image 

objects and maximizes the homogeneity between neighboring image objects.  

We used a different Spectral Difference value for the ‘tall’ features than for the 

‘not tall’ features (30 and 15, respectively).  For features that are ‘not tall’, a 

relatively smaller value preserves more segments with greater heterogeneity 

between neighboring objects, such as a wet ditch between a road and an 

agricultural field. 

Step Five: To ensure a proper number of pixels for statistical operations within 

the final segment boundaries, we removed all objects that were less than 100 

pixels. These smaller objects were merged with objects that shared more than 

20% of the total boundary or were merged with the objects that fully engulfed the 

smaller object.  We reviewed a range of values and chose this threshold based 

on and "ocular assessment" of the boundaries. 

Step Six: We removed all labels (‘tall, high slope’, ‘tall, low slope’, ‘not tall’). 

After finalizing the segmentation within both study sites, we intersected the 

reference training points with the image objects to produce a set of training 

segments with known class value for the random forest classifier. The training 

data used by the random forest model included statistics on all pixels found 

within image segment areas, including: minimum, maximum, mean, and standard 

deviation.  For example, the grid statistic ‘Z minimum’ was used as an input 

variable and the training data for the random forest model included statistics from 

all pixels that were contained within each segment polygon, including: the 

minimum ‘Z minimum’ value within each segment, the maximum ‘Z minimum’ 

value within each segment, the mean ‘Z minimum’ value within each segment, 

and the standard deviation of the ‘Z minimum’ value within each segment. 

Post classification edits were done on the segmentation polygon results due to 

image objects that were so large that they included features of different land 

cover classes.  Only the classification results were edited.  The confidence 

outputs were not edited, giving us the ability to compare the relative confidence 

of areas that had to be edited.  These edits were performed on the largest 
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objects only, where most of the edits were completed by using photo 

interpretation to split large objects into two or more smaller objects with different 

land cover classes. 

 

 

Figure 3-4: Image Segmentation process flow. 

 

Input Datasets and Process Flow  

Topographic Input Data 

We used lidar point cloud data to generate several topographic raster datasets 

used in the random forest models, including: digital elevation model (DEM) and 

local ground slope, digital surface model (DSM) and slope of the DSM, grid 

statistics on Z (height) and intensity, and compound topographic index (CTI).  

Since wetlands tend to be located in low-lying flat or depressional areas on the 

landscape, we used elevation and local slope data in the random forest classifier.  

Complimentary to elevation and slope, CTI is a measure that estimates potential 

wetness based on the flow of water across a landscape and the total contributing 

area for a downslope point (Moore et al., 1991).  This index has been shown to 
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increase wetland mapping accuracy (Bwangoy et al., 2010; Moore et al. 1991; 

Rodhe and Seibert, 1999).  The other lidar derivatives we used, such as the DSM 

and Z grid statistics, aid in characterizing the structure of the features on the 

landscape (i.e. vegetation, buildings, or lack there-of).  Intensity is an additional 

attribute from the lidar point cloud data that has been shown to be valuable in 

distinguishing between different land cover types and water inundation levels 

(Donoghue et al., 2007; Lang and McCarty, 2009; Song et al., 2002). 

The Cloquet site lidar data was acquired May 3- 5, 2011 by the vendor 

Woolpert, Inc.  Flight lines had 25% overlap and multiple returns were recorded 

for each laser pulse along with an intensity value for each return.  The nominal 

point spacing of the lidar pulses is reported to be 1.5 m, the horizontal accuracy 

is +/- 1.2 m (95% confidence level), and the vertical accuracy root mean square 

error (RMSE) is 5.0 cm.  The Mankato site lidar data was acquired April 26-28, 

2010 by the vendor AeroMetric. Flight lines had 50% overlap and multiple returns 

were recorded for each laser pulse along with an intensity value for each return.  

The reported nominal point spacing of the lidar pulses is 1.3 m, the horizontal 

accuracy is +/- 0.5 m, and the vertical accuracy root mean square error (RMSE) 

is about 10.0 cm.   

The DEMs used for both study sites were provided by the Minnesota 

Department of Natural Resources (MN DNR) as a 1 m product and were 

generated by extracting bare earth points from the point cloud data. The DEM 

was hydro-flattened using the edge of water breaklines.  Prior to calculating CTI, 

all sinks in the DEM were filled to avoid interference with hydrologic flow.  We 

used the Fill Sinks XXL tool in the software program SAGA (System for 

Automated Geoscientific Analyses; v. 2.1.0) because of its innovative method of 

filling depressions and maintaining a downward slope along the flow path (Wang 

and Liu, 2006).  The CTI data layers were calculated for both study areas using 

the following formula (Seibert and McGlynn, 2007): CTI = ln [(α)/tan(β)], where α 

= contributing upslope area and β = local slope. The algorithm we used to 

calculate α was called the triangular multiple flow direction algorithm (MD∞), 
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which allows for multiple neighboring cells to estimate the downslope cell’s flow 

direction (Seibert and McGlynn, 2007).  We processed the CTI layers using the 

software Whitebox (v. 1.0.7).  We ran a low-pass filter on the final CTI data layers 

to minimize anomalous values. 

For the remaining topographic datasets used, we generated the data using 

QuickTerrain Modeler (v. 7.1.6).  We imported the lidar point cloud data into QT 

Modeler by including all classes and all returns except the lidar points from the 

overlapping flight lines (25% for Cloquet and 50% for Mankato).  Through 

exploratory data analysis, we found that avoiding the overlap class reduced the 

amount of noise and outlying spikes in intensity due to scan angle at the edges of 

flight lines.  We created the DSM by using the maximum Z value of all returns 

within 5 m grid cells. For cells that did not have any lidar returns, the adaptive 

triangulation interpolation algorithm was used to fill gaps.  After the max Z and 

interpolated values were calculated, an anti-aliasing routine was performed.  

Anti-aliasing increases the precision of the result by taking into account 

triangulation within cells. Before exporting the DSM raster grid, a smoothing 

algorithm, natural neighbor, was performed to smooth and curve triangulated 

lines based on the elevation levels of surrounding cells. Additional grid statistics 

were calculated from the lidar point cloud, including the minimum, maximum, 

mean, and standard deviation of the Z and intensity values of all returns within 

each 5 m grid cell.  We used QT Modeler’s Grid Statistics Tool to run these 

statistical operations using a 5 m grid on the attributes from the imported point 

cloud. The resulting grid statistics were exported in raster geoTIFF format with 

the 5 m grid spacing. 

 

Optical Input Data 

For both study sites, we used summer 2010 aerial orthophotos from the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture (USDA) Farm Service Administration (FSA) National 

Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP) and spring digital orthophoto quarter quads 
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(DOQQs) from the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources.  The DOQQs 

for the Cloquet site were collected in June 2009 (early leaf onset) and in 2011 for 

the Mankato site.  The spring 2009 and 2011 imagery were acquired with visible 

and near infrared bands (blue, green, red, NIR), whereas the summer 2010 

imagery were collected only in visible bands (blue, green, red).  The NIR band is 

often used for calculating spectral indices, such as the Normalize Difference 

Vegetation Index (NDVI). Many studies have shown that NDVI is particularly 

useful for separating vegetated versus non-vegetated areas and wet versus dry 

areas (Corcoran et al., 2011; Gilmore et al., 2008; Ozesmi and Bauer, 2002). We 

used the red and near infrared bands to calculate NDVI for both sites (spring 

season 2009 in Cloquet and spring season 2011 for Mankato).   

Accuracy Assessment 

For each of the three different methods for classifier training (point, buffer 

area, and segment area), we used the same reference test points for an 

independent accuracy assessment (25% of the total reference dataset).  We 

used traditional accuracy assessment methods, including: constructing error 

matrices with overall accuracy, 95% confidence intervals (CI), User’s and 

Producer’s accuracies, kappa statistic (k-hat), and ran significance tests of error 

matrix k-hat values (Congalton and Green, 2008).  We produced summaries of 

the Producer’s and User’s accuracies and the overall accuracies for each of the 

three classifier training methods at each Level of classification for both study 

sites.  We also performed error matrix significance tests to compare the three 

different methods for classifier training.   

Outputs from random forest compliment the traditional accuracy assessment.  

We have provided an assessment of variable importance and the classification 

confidence.  Classification confidence is a value from 0-1 and is calculated by the 

number of times a given class was designated as the final class out of the total 

number of trees.  The Mean Decrease in Accuracy measure was used to report 

variable importance.  Mean Decrease in Accuracy is calculated from the out-of-
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bag sample of input data which was held out of the growth of a decision tree.  

The variable is ranked higher in importance if the cross-validation accuracy of the 

model was decreased when the variable was left out (Breiman, 2001).  

 

Results 

Upland, Water, and Wetland Land Cover Classification (Level 1) 

Cloquet 

The most accurate method for Level 1 classifier training was image segment 

area training (86%). Table 3-4 shows a summary of the Producer’s and User’s 

accuracy for each of the three methods of training, illustrating that segment area 

training is best for nearly every Level 1 class.  The lowest Producer’s accuracy 

for the segment area training method was from the wetland class (81%) and the 

lowest User’s accuracy was from the upland class (77%).  The highest 

Producer’s and User’s accuracies were from the water class (100%).  Pairwise 

significance test results show that the segment area training was significantly 

different from the other two methods, at an alpha level of 0.05. 

The second best method for classifier training was point training (80%) and the 

third was buffer area training (78%), but these two methods were not significantly 

different from one another.  These two methods were still significantly more 

accurate than the original National Wetlands Inventory (NWI; 70%).  The lowest 

Producer’s accuracy for the point training method was from the wetland class 

(76%) and the lowest User’s accuracy was from the upland class (72%).  The 

highest Producer’s accuracy for the point training class was from the water class 

(88%) and the highest User’s accuracy was from the wetland class (85%).  The 

lowest Producer’s accuracy for the buffer area training method was from the 

water class (68%) and the lowest User’s accuracy was from the wetland class 

(77%).  The highest Producer’s accuracy for the buffer area training class was a 
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tie between the upland and wetland classes (79%) and the highest User’s 

accuracy was from the water class (88%). 

The output classification maps for each of the three methods of classifier 

training show spatial differences between the three methods.  In Figure 3-5a, the 

point training has less heterogeneity than the buffer area training (Figure 3-5b), 

and the segment area training, by nature, has more homogeneity (Figure 3-5c).  

The water class, in particular, has strong spatial uniformity in the image 

segmentation approach, compared to the point and buffer training methods. 

Table 3-4: Cloquet site overall accuracy of the three methods for Level 1 land 

cover classification: point training, buffer area training, and segment area training. 

Level 1 Classification: 

Training Method 

Overall 

Accuracy (%) 

Kappa 

Statistic 

Z 

Statistic 

1.Point Training, Pixel 

Classification 
80 0.63 14.5* 

2.Buffer Area Training, 

Pixel Classification 
78 0.61 13.9* 

3.Segment Area Training, 

Polygon Classification 
86* 0.75 20.5* 

National Wetlands 

Inventory 
70 0.47 10.3* 

 

   

* Values were significant at an alpha of 0.05. 
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Table 3-5: Cloquet site Producer’s and User’s Accuracy of the three methods for Level 1 

land cover classification: point training, buffer area training, and segment area training. 

 
Point Training Buffer Area Training Segment Area Training 

Class 
Producer's 

Accuracy 

User's 

Accuracy 

Producer's 

Accuracy 

User's 

Accuracy 

Producer's 

Accuracy 

User's 

Accuracy 

Water 88 83 68 88 100 100 

Upland 84 72 79 78 90 77 

Wetland 76 85 79 77 81 93 

 

    

 

 

Figure 3-5: Output classifications of the Level 1 point training pixel classification (a), 

buffer area training pixel classification (b), and segment area training polygon 

classification for the Cloquet site (c). 

 There were several variables that were considered mutually important in the 

three methods, including: CTI, summer season green band, Z minimum, Z mean, 

Z maximum, Z deviation, and Intensity deviation.  For the point training approach 

(Table 3-6), the summer season red and blue bands, and Intensity minimum 

were also found to be among the top ten most important variables. For the buffer 

area training approach ( 

        

a b c 
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Table 3-7), the summer season red and blue bands, and the spring season 

NIR band were also found to be among the top ten most important variables. For 

the segment area training approach ( 
Table 3-8), the spring season NIR band and Intensity minimum were also 

found to be among the top ten most important variables. 

Confidence maps were also produced for all three methods.  The wetland 

class confidence was generally higher with the point training approach (as 

indicated in the brighter grey-level values of Figure 3-6a).  The buffer area 

training approach had comparatively lower overall confidence levels (Figure 

3-6b), though there are a few areas of much higher confidence.  The segment 

area training approach had overall lower confidence values (Figure 3-6c), with 

some areas being highly confident. 

 

Table 3-6: Variable importance (in order of importance). Top ten selected from the point 

training Level 1 classification for the Cloquet study site. 

Data Type Date Source 

CTI Spring 2011 Lidar 

Green Band Summer 2010 NAIP 

Z Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 

Z Maximum Spring 2011 Lidar 

Red Band Summer 2010 NAIP 

Z Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

Z Minimum Spring 2011 Lidar 

Intensity Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

Blue Band Summer 2010 NAIP 

Intensity Minimum Spring 2011 Lidar 
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Table 3-7: Variable importance (in order of importance). Top ten selected from the buffer 

area training Level 1 classification for the Cloquet study site. 

Data Type Date Source 

CTI Spring 2011 Lidar 

Z Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

Green Band Summer 2010 NAIP 

Blue Band Summer 2010 NAIP 

Z Maximum Spring 2011 Lidar 

NIR Band Spring 2009 DOQQ 

Red Band Summer 2010 NAIP 

Intensity Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

Z Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 

Z minimum Spring 2011 Lidar 

 

Table 3-8: Variable importance (in order of importance). Top ten selected from the 

segment area training Level 1 classification for the Cloquet study site. 

Data Type Date Source 

CTI - Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 

Green Band - Mean Summer 2010 NAIP 

Z Deviation - Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 

Z minimum – Standard Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

NIR Band - Mean Spring 2009 DOQQ 

Intensity Minimum - Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 

Green Band - Maximum Summer 2010 NAIP 

Intensity Deviation - Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 

Z Mean – Standard Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

Z Maximum - Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 
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Figure 3-6: Output confidence map of the Level 1 wetland class generated by the point 

training pixel classification (a), buffer area training pixel classification (b), and segment 

area training polygon classification for the Cloquet site (c). 

 

Mankato 

The most accurate method for Level 1 classifier training was a tie between 

image segment area training and point training (96%, Table 3-9).  Table 3-10 

shows a summary of the Producer’s and User’s accuracy for each of the three 

methods of training, illustrating that the different methods for classifier training do 

not vary greatly in their results for each Level 1 class.  The lowest Producer’s 

accuracy for the segment area training method was from the water class (80%) 

and the lowest User’s accuracy was from the wetland class (95%).  The highest 

Producer’s accuracy for the segment area training method was from the upland 

class (100%) and the highest User’s accuracy was from the water class (100%).  

For the point training method, the lowest Producer’s and User’s accuracy was 

from the wetland class (95%) and the highest Producer’s and User’s accuracy 

were from the water class (100%). Pair wise significance test results show that 

        
a b c 
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the three methods of classifier training are not significantly different, at an alpha 

level of 0.05. 

The least accurate method for classifier training was buffer area training 

(95%).  The lowest Producer’s accuracy for the buffer area training method was 

from the water class (80%) and the lowest User’s accuracy was from the wetland 

class (90%).  The highest Producer’s accuracy for the buffer area training class 

was from the upland class (97%) and the highest User’s accuracy was from the 

water class (100%). All three of the methods were still significantly more accurate 

than the original National Wetlands Inventory (NWI; 70%). 

The output classification maps for each of the three methods of classifier 

training show slight spatial differences between the three methods.  Figure 3-7a 

and Figure 3-7c show that the point training and segment area training methods 

result in more homogeneity than the buffer area training (Figure 3-7b).  

Table 3-9: Mankato site overall accuracy of the three methods for Level 1 land cover 

classification: point, buffer area, and segment area training. 

Level 1 Classification: 

Training Method 

Overall 

Accuracy (%) 

Kappa 

Statistic 

Z 

Statistic 

1. Point Training, Pixel 

Classification 
96 0.9 29.0* 

2.Buffer Area Training, 

Pixel Classification 
95 0.9 23.6* 

3.Segment Area Training, 

Polygon Classification 
96 0.9 29.9* 

National Wetlands Inventory 75 0.5 7.9* 

* Values were significant at an alpha of 0.05. 
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Table 3-10: Mankato site Producer’s and User’s Accuracy of the three methods for Level 

1 land cover classification: point training, buffer area training, and segment area training. 

 
Point Training Buffer Area Training Segment Area Training 

Class 
Producer's 

Accuracy 

User's 

Accuracy 

Producer's 

Accuracy 

User's 

Accuracy 

Producer's 

Accuracy 

User's 

Accuracy 

Water 100 100 80 100 80 100 

Upland 97 97 97 97 100 97 

Wetland 95 95 95 90 95 95 

 

 

 

Figure 3-7: Output classifications of the Level 1 point training pixel classification (a), 

buffer area training pixel classification (b), and segment area training polygon 

classification for the Mankato site (c). 

  

There were several variables that were considered mutually important in the 

three methods, including: CTI, summer seasons green and blue band, Z 

minimum, Z mean, Z maximum, and Z deviation.  For the point training approach 

(Table 3-11), intensity minimum, intensity mean, and Intensity deviation were 

also found to be among the top ten most important variables. For the buffer area 

training approach (Table 3-12), the summer season red band, intensity minimum, 

          

 

a b c 
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and intensity deviation were also found to be among the top ten most important 

variables. For the segment area training approach (Table 3-13), only lidar related 

variables were found to be ranked in the top ten important variables, including: all 

statistics on Z minimum data and the standard deviation of Intensity maximum 

were also found to be among the top ten most important variables. 

Confidence maps were also produced for all three methods.  The wetland 

class confidence was generally higher with the point training and buffer area 

training approach (as indicated in the bright grey-level values surrounding water 

bodies and very low confidence levels in the upland areas of Figure 3-8a and 

Figure 3-8b).  The buffer area training approach had comparatively lower 

confidence, with some areas of very high confidence (Figure 3-8c). 

 

Table 3-11: Mankato site variable importance (in order of importance). Top ten selected 

from the point training Level 1 classification. 

Data Type Date Source 

Z minimum Spring 2010 Lidar 

CTI Spring 2010 Lidar 

Z Mean Spring 2010 Lidar 

Z Deviation Spring 2010 Lidar 

Green Band Summer 2010 NAIP 

Z Maximum Spring 2010 Lidar 

Intensity Deviation Spring 2010 Lidar 

Intensity Mean Spring 2010 Lidar 

Intensity Minimum Spring 2010 Lidar 

Blue Band Summer 2010 NAIP 
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Table 3-12: Mankato site variable importance (in order of importance). Top ten selected 

from the buffer area training Level 1 classification. 

Data Type Date Source 

Z Minimum Spring 2010 Lidar 

CTI Spring 2010 Lidar 

Z Mean Spring 2010 Lidar 

Green Band Summer 2010 NAIP 

Blue Band Summer 2010 NAIP 

Intensity Minimum Spring 2010 Lidar 

Intensity Deviation Spring 2010 Lidar 

Z Deviation Spring 2010 Lidar 

Z Maximum Spring 2010 Lidar 

Red Band Summer 2010 NAIP 

 

Table 3-13: Mankato site variable importance (in order of importance). Top ten selected 

from the segment area training Level 1 classification. 

Data Type Date Source 

Z Minimum - Maximum Spring 2010 Lidar 

CTI - Mean Spring 2010 Lidar 

Z Minimum - Standard Deviation Spring 2010 Lidar 

Z Minimum - Mean Spring 2010 Lidar 

Z Minimum - Minimum Spring 2010 Lidar 

Z Maximum - Standard Deviation Spring 2010 Lidar 

Z Maximum - Minimum Spring 2010 Lidar 

Intensity Maximum - Standard Deviation Spring 2010 Lidar 

CTI - Minimum Spring 2010 Lidar 

Z Mean - Mean Spring 2010 Lidar 
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Figure 3-8: Output confidence map of the Level 1 wetland class generated by the point 

training pixel classification (a), buffer area training pixel classification (b), and segment 

area training polygon classification for the Mankato site (c). 

 

Full Land Cover Classification (Level 2) 

Cloquet 

 The most accurate method for Level 2 classifier training was image segment 

area training (77%, Table 3-14).  Table 3-15 shows a summary of the Producer’s 

and User’s accuracy for each of the three methods of training, illustrating that 

segment area training is best for every Level 2 class.  The forested wetland and 

upland shrub classes had the lowest Producer’s and User’s accuracy for the 

segment training method (88% for both Producer’s and User’s accuracy of 

forested wetlands; 40% and 14%, respectively, for Producer’s and User’s 

accuracy of upland shrub).  The water class had the highest Producer’s and 

User’s accuracy for segment area training method (100%).  Pair wise 

significance test results show that the segment area training is significantly 

different than the other two methods, at an alpha level of 0.05. 

         

 

a b c 
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The second and third best method for classifier training was a tie between 

point and buffer area training (57%).  The lowest Producer’s and User’s accuracy 

for both the point training and buffer area training method was from the upland 

shrub class (14% and 8%, respectively).  The highest Producer’s accuracy for 

both the point training and buffer area training method was from the upland forest 

class (78%) and the highest User’s accuracy was from the water class (89%). All 

three of the training methods were still significantly more accurate than the 

original National Wetlands Inventory (NWI; 49%). 

The output classification maps for each of the three methods of classifier 

training show spatial differences between the three methods.  In Figure 3-9a, the 

point training has less heterogeneity than the buffer area training (Figure 3-9b), 

and the segment area training, by nature, has more homogeneity (Figure 3-9c).  

The agriculture, upland forest, grassland, and scrub/shrub wetland classes, in 

particular, have more spatial uniformity in the image segmentation approach, 

compared to the point and buffer training methods. 

Table 3-14: Cloquet site error matrix summary of the three methods for Level 2 land 

cover classification: point, buffer area, and segment area training. 

Level 2 Classification: 

Training Method 

Overall 

Accuracy (%) 

Kappa 

Statistic 

Z 

Statistic 

1. Point Training, Pixel 

Classification 
57 0.49 13.8* 

2.Buffer Area Training, Pixel 

Classification 
57 0.49 13.8* 

3.Segment Area Training, 

Polygon Classification 
77* 0.72 24.2* 

National Wetlands Inventory 49 0.31 9.7* 

* Values were significant at an alpha of 0.05. 
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Table 3-15: Cloquet site Producer’s and User’s Accuracy of the three methods for Level 

2 land cover classification: point training, buffer area training, and segment area training. 

  Point Training Buffer Area Training Segment Area Training 

Class 
Producer's 

Accuracy 

User's 

Accuracy 

Producer's 

Accuracy 

User's 

Accuracy 

Producer's 

Accuracy 

User's 

Accuracy 

Water 67 89 67 89 100 100 

Emergent 39 26 39 26 88 88 

Forested 59 56 59 56 61 71 

Scrub/Shrub 44 55 44 55 68 82 

Agriculture 69 64 69 64 80 86 

Forest 78 73 78 73 84 75 

Grassland 31 42 31 42 70 58 

Shrub 14 8 14 8 40 14 

Urban 69 82 69 82 100 92 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-9: Output classifications of the Level 2 point training pixel classification (a), 

buffer area training pixel classification (b), and segment area training polygon 

classification for the Cloquet site (c). 
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There were several variables that were considered mutually important in the 

three methods, including: the summer season Red band, Z deviation, DSM 

Slope, and Intensity minimum.  For the point training approach (Table 3-16), the 

spring season NDVI, DEM, DSM, Z maximum, and Intensity mean were also 

found to be among the top ten most important variables. For the buffer area 

training approach (Table 3-17), the spring season NIR band, summer season 

Blue band, Z maximum, DSM, Intensity mean, and intensity deviation were also 

found to be among the top ten most important variables. For the segment area 

training approach (Table 3-18), the summer season Green and Blue bands, 

DSM, Z mean, and Intensity deviation were also found to be among the top ten 

most important variables. Confidence maps were produced for each of the 9 

classes in each of the 3 training methods used for the Level 2 classification (not 

shown here). 

 

Table 3-16: Cloquet site variable importance (in order of importance). Top ten selected 

from the point training Level 2 classification. 

Data Type Date Source 

Z Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

DSM Spring 2011 Lidar 

Intensity Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 

DSM Slope Spring 2011 Lidar 

NDVI Spring 2009 DOQQ 

DEM Spring 2011 Lidar 

Intensity Minimum Spring 2011 Lidar 

Z Maximum Spring 2011 Lidar 

Red Band Spring 2009 DOQQ 

Intensity Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 
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Table 3-17: Cloquet site variable importance (in order of importance). Top ten selected 

from the buffer area training Level 2 classification. 

Data Type Date Source 

Z Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

DSM Slope Spring 2011 Lidar 

Intensity Minimum Spring 2011 Lidar 

DSM Spring 2011 Lidar 

Intensity Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 

Z Maximum Spring 2011 Lidar 

Red Band Summer 2010 NAIP 

NIR Band Spring 2009 DOQQ 

Intensity Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

Blue Band Summer 2010 NAIP 

 

Table 3-18: Cloquet site variable importance (in order of importance). Top ten selected 

from the segment area training Level 2 classification. 

Data Type Date Source 

Z Deviation - Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 

Intensity Minimum - Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 

Z Mean - Standard Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

Intensity Minimum - Standard Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

Green Band - Mean Summer 2010 NAIP 

DSM Slope - Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 

Blue Band - Mean Summer 2010 NAIP 

Z Deviation - Maximum Spring 2011 Lidar 

Red Band - Mean Summer 2010 NAIP 

Intensity Deviation - Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 
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Mankato 

The most accurate method for Level 2 classifier training was image segment 

area training (93%, Table 3-19).  Table 3-20 shows a summary of the Producer’s 

and User’s accuracy for each of the three methods of training, illustrating that 

segment area training is best for nearly every Level 2 class.  The scrub/shrub 

wetland class had the lowest Producer’s accuracy (67%) and the lowest User’s 

accuracy (50%). The emergent wetland, upland forest, grassland, and urban 

classes all had the highest Producer’s accuracy (100%).  The water, forested 

wetland, agriculture, and urban classes had the highest User’s accuracy for 

segment area training method (100%).  Pair wise significance test results 

showed that none of the three training methods were significantly different from 

each other, at an alpha level of 0.05. 

The second best method for classifier training was point training and third best 

was buffer area training (89% and 88%, respectively).  The lowest Producer’s 

accuracy for the point training method was from the upland shrub class (50%) 

and for the buffer area training method was the upland forest class (60%).  The 

lowest User’s accuracy for both the point and buffer area training method was the 

upland shrub class (25% and 50%, respectively).  All three of the training 

methods were still significantly more accurate than the original National Wetlands 

Inventory (NWI; 49%). 

The output classification maps for each of the three methods of classifier 

training show some spatial differences between the three methods.  In Figure 

3-10a, the point training has more emergent wetland area within agricultural 

fields and scattered grassland areas than the buffer area training (Figure 3-10b). 

The segment area training, by nature, has more homogeneity (Figure 3-10c).  

The water and urban classes, in particular, have more spatial uniformity in the 

image segmentation approach, compared to both the point and buffer training 

methods. 
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Table 3-19: Mankato site error matrix summary of the three methods for Level 2 land 

cover classification: point, buffer area, and segment area training. 

Level 2 Classification: 

Training Method 

Overall 

Accuracy (%) 

Kappa 

Statistic 

Z 

Statistic 

1. Point Training, Pixel 

Classification 

89 0.86 13.8* 

2. Buffer Area Training, Pixel 

Classification 

88 0.83 13.8* 

3. Segment Area Training, 

Polygon Classification 

93 0.92 24.2* 

National Wetlands Inventory 73 0.51 8.2* 

* Values were significant at an alpha of 0.05. 

 

Table 3-20: Mankato site Producer’s and User’s Accuracy of the three methods for Level 

2 land cover classification: point training, buffer area training, and segment area training. 

  Point Training Buffer Area Training Segment Area Training 

Class 
Producer's 

Accuracy 

User's 

Accuracy 

Producer's 

Accuracy 

User's 

Accuracy 

Producer's 

Accuracy 

User's 

Accuracy 

Water 100 100 80 100 80 100 

Emergent 95 95 95 90 100 90 

Forested 83 94 94 94 84 100 

Scrub/Shrub 50 25 67 50 67 50 

Agriculture 96 96 96 92 96 100 

Forest 67 75 60 75 100 88 

Grassland 64 88 64 88 100 75 

Shrub 83 56 75 38 89 89 

Urban 100 93 93 93 100 100 
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Figure 3-10: Output classifications of the Level 2 point training pixel classification (a), 

buffer area training pixel classification (b), and segment area training polygon 

classification for the Mankato site (c). 

Compared to the Level 1 results, there were not as many variables considered 

mutually important in the three training methods: only spring season NDVI.  For 

both the point and buffer area training methods (Table 3-21 and Table 3-22), a 

mix of optical and lidar variables were found to be among the top ten most 

important variables.  For the segment area training approach (Table 3-23), 

beyond NDVI, only lidar related variables were found to be among the top ten 

most important variables. Confidence maps were produced for each of the 9 

classes in each of the three training methods used for the Level 2 classification 

(not shown here). 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

a b c 
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Table 3-21: Mankato site variable importance (in order of importance). Top ten selected 

from the point training Level 2 classification. 

Data Type Date Source 

DSM Slope Spring 2011 Lidar 

NDVI Spring 2011 DOQQ 

Z Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

Intensity Minimum Spring 2011 Lidar 

DEM Spring 2011 Lidar 

Z Minimum Spring 2011 Lidar 

Blue Band Summer 2010 NAIP 

Z Maximum Spring 2011 Lidar 

Intensity Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

DSM Spring 2011 Lidar 

 

Table 3-22: Mankato site variable importance (in order of importance). Top ten selected 

from the buffer area training Level 2 classification. 

Data Type Date Source 

DSM Slope Spring 2011 Lidar 

Blue Band Summer 2010 NAIP 

Z Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

NDVI Spring 2011 DOQQ 

Slope Spring 2011 Lidar 

Green Band Summer 2010 NAIP 

DEM Spring 2011 Lidar 

Intensity Maximum Spring 2011 Lidar 

Intensity Minimum Spring 2011 Lidar 

Intensity Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 
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Table 3-23: Mankato site variable importance (in order of importance). Top ten selected 

from the segment area training Level 2 classification. 

Data Type Date Source 

DSM - Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 

NDVI - Mean Spring 2011 DOQQ 

DSM - Minimum Spring 2011 Lidar 

NDVI - Standard Deviation Spring 2011 DOQQ 

DSM - Standard Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

Slope - Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 

CTI - Mean Spring 2011 Lidar 

Slope - Standard Deviation Spring 2011 Lidar 

CTI - Minimum Spring 2011 Lidar 

Slope - Minimum Spring 2011 Lidar 

 

Discussion 

Upland, Water, and Wetland Land Cover Classification (Level 1) 

Cloquet 

 The image segmentation training method was the most accurate (86%) 

approach and was significantly more accurate than the other two approaches. 

This approach was also slightly more accurate than the methods described in the 

previous two Chapters of this dissertation using the same study site, though the 

input datasets and reference datasets were slightly different.  The water class 

had the most accurate results (100% Producer’s and User’s accuracy), the 

wetlands class had the second highest User’s accuracy (commission error; 93%), 

and the upland class had the second highest Producer’s accuracy (omission 

error; 90%).  These results show that the image segmentation approach mapped 
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wetland areas accurately, only incorrectly mapping wetlands 7% of the time and 

omitting wetlands 19% of the time.  Uplands, on the other hand, were mapped 

incorrectly 23% of the time and were omitted about 10% of the time.  These 

results imply that more information is needed, perhaps from radar or additional 

dates of imagery, to differentiate wetland and upland areas because too often 

upland areas are confused as wetland areas (see 

 
 

Table 3-5).   

The dataset that was used to separate the non-water class into upland and 

wetland areas included: slope, CTI, spring and summer aerial photos, and lidar 

grid statistics.  Among these variables, the majority of the most important 

variables (shown in Table 3-6, Table 3-7, and Table 3-8) were lidar grid statistics on 

Z and Intensity values.  These variables described the standard deviation of 

height and intensity within a 5 m grid cell, implying that these particular attributes 

may often have differentiating characteristics for upland and wetland areas.  In all 

three methods of model training, CTI was found to be the most important 

variable.  This finding confirms the usefulness of this index for differentiating 

areas that have potential wetness from areas that are drier and less conducive to 

wetland conditions.   

Other variables that were considered important for all three training methods 

included: the summer season optical layers (Blue, Green, and Red), and spring 

season NIR band.  Though upland and wetland areas may be optically similar 

(i.e. forested uplands versus forested wetlands; upland shrubs versus wetland 

shrubs), the data were acquired during a period of above normal precipitation 

and may have made wetland areas wetter and more optically differentiable.  On 

the other hand, the spring season NIR band was acquired during below normal 

precipitation conditions.  The timing of this data collect may have aided in making 

vegetative land cover types, such as coniferous or deciduous trees, more 
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distinguishable due to the emergence of leaves after imagery acquisition. The 

lower amount of precipitation may have also aided in distinguishing areas with 

drier soil conditions from areas that are more permanently wet. 

Mankato 

The image segmentation training method was the same accuracy as the point 

training approach (96%), and the buffer area training method was only 1% less 

accurate (95%).  These results were not significantly different from each other.  

The Producer’s and User’s accuracy results for each class of each method did 

not reveal a strong pattern of commission or omission error for any of the 

methods (see Table 3-10).  For all three methods, the water class had the highest 

User’s accuracy (100% for each method) and the wetland class had the lowest 

User’s accuracy (95% for point and segment area training, 90% for buffer area 

training).  For the buffer area and segment area training methods, the upland 

class had the highest Producer’s accuracy (97% and 100%, respectively). These 

results show that in terms of accuracy, it doesn’t matter which approach is taken 

to map upland versus wetland areas (see Table 3-10). In terms of a visual 

comparison, the biggest differences are seen in the wetland class, where the 

segmentation training approach appears to include more wetland area around 

the water bodies but the point and buffer area training approach include more 

wetlands scattered within upland areas. 

The dataset that was used to separate the non-water class into upland and 

wetland areas included (the same set as for Cloquet): slope, CTI, spring and 

summer aerial photos, and lidar grid statistics.  The most important variables 

among this dataset were lidar grid statistics on Z. (shown in Table 3-11, Table 

3-12, and Table 3-13).  The most important variable for all three training methods 

was Z minimum. This result shows that the minimum Z value is not spatially 

variable and is therefore still important at the pixel level, an arbitrary buffer size 

area, and segment area objects at a feature scale.  The high importance of Z 

attributes (minimum, mean, maximum, and standard deviation within a 5 m grid 
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cell) shows that the land cover classes in Mankato are more often distinguishable 

by height alone.  

Other variables that were identified as important for all three training methods 

included: CTI and the summer season Blue and Green bands.  The summer 

season optical data had been acquired during a year with above normal 

precipitation, which may have contributed to the health of the cultivated 

vegetation and its relative ‘greenness’.  The above normal precipitation may have 

also contributed to the amount of water in the wetland areas, which tend to 

absorb more of the Blue band in the optical imagery.  The spring season aerial 

orthophotos were collected during a period of below normal precipitation.  These 

data layers were not among the top variables of importance for any of the three 

methods for classifier training, possibly indicating two things: spring season 

imagery are not as important as summer imagery for an agricultural region; or 

low precipitation levels are not conducive to making optical imagery any more 

useful than topographical data. 

 

Cowardin Wetland Classification (Level 2) 

Cloquet 

The image segmentation training method was the most accurate (77%) 

approach, where the urban and water classes had the most accurate results.  

The upland shrub class had the poorest accuracy for all three training 

approaches, in terms of both User’s and Producer’s accuracy.  The output 

classification results (see Figure 3-9) showed that the point and buffer area 

training methods had more spatial variability, with scattered areas classified as 

agriculture and grassland throughout and overall less wetland area.  This visual 

assessment confirms the results of the Producer’s and User’s accuracy (see 

Table 3-15). Aside from the upland shrub class, all of the upland classes using the 

segment area training method were more accurate than the wetland classes.  

This result may imply that the Level 1 classification of the upland class was more 
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accurate than the wetland class, allowing for higher accuracies in the Level 2 

classification of upland subclasses.  It may also imply that the segment area 

training data for the upland subclasses was more representative than the 

segment area training data was for the wetland subclasses. 

The dataset used to sub-classify the wetland class into emergent, forested, 

and scrub/shrub wetlands included: DEM, slope, CTI, spring and summer aerial 

orthophotos, and lidar grid statistics.  The dataset used to sub-classify the upland 

class included: slope, DSM, slope of the DSM, spring and summer aerial photos 

(including NDVI of the spring imagery), and lidar grid statistics. Among all of 

these variables, the most important variables for Level 2 classification using all 

three training methods (shown in Table 3-16, Table 3-17, and Table 3-18) were lidar 

grid statistics on Z and Intensity values, DSM, and slope of the DSM.  In all three 

training methods, Z deviation was the most important variable, implying that 

wetland and upland subclasses are distinguishable by looking at the variability of 

the height of all lidar returns within a grid cell.  For the segment area training 

method, the slope of the DSM was also highly important, implying that horizontal 

changes in feature height within wetland and upland subclasses are a 

distinguishing attribute (i.e. landscape ecology transition zones).   

Other variables that were considered important for all three training methods 

included: the summer season optical layers (Blue, Green, and Red), and intensity 

minimum and intensity deviation.  The optical variables were important due to the 

distinguishable visual differences in land cover type during a summer with above 

normal precipitation (i.e. full canopy deciduous trees; versus open grass fields; 

versus parking lots and buildings; versus healthy urban lawns; versus emergent 

wetlands along shorelines; versus coniferous bogs; etc).  Intensity values are 

different depending on land cover type and target material (Lang and McCarty, 

2009; Song et al., 2002), where lower/darker values may be associated with 

wetter areas (lidar pulse is absorbed more) and higher/brighter values may be 

areas with less absorption and more specular reflectance of the lidar pulse.  

Intensity deviation can be an indicator of the land cover types within a grid cell. 
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Mankato 

The image segmentation training method was the most accurate approach 

(93%), but the point and buffer area training methods were not significantly 

different (89% and 88%, respectively).  The Producer’s and User’s accuracy 

results for each class of each method did not reveal a strong pattern of 

commission or omission error for any of the methods (see Table 3-20).  For all 

three methods, the water, emergent and forested wetland, agriculture, and urban 

classes had high User’s and Producer’s accuracy, whereas the upland and 

wetland shrub classes had the lowest User's and Producer’s accuracy.  In terms 

of a visual comparison, the biggest differences are seen in the grassland and 

urban classes, where the segmentation training approach appears to include 

more urban area around Mankato’s city center but the point and buffer area 

training approach include more grasslands scattered within agricultural areas. 

The dataset used to sub-classify the wetland class into emergent, forested, 

and scrub/shrub wetlands included (the same set as for Cloquet): DEM, slope, 

CTI, spring and summer aerial orthophotos, and lidar grid statistics.  The dataset 

used to sub-classify the upland class included (the same set as for Cloquet): 

slope, DSM, slope of the DSM, spring and summer aerial photos (including NDVI 

of the spring imagery), and lidar grid statistics. Among all of these variables, the 

mutually important variable for all three training methods was spring season 

NDVI (shown in Table 3-21, Table 3-22, and Table 3-23).  The most important 

variable for the point and buffer area training was the slope of the DSM and the 

most important variable for the segment area training was the mean DSM value. 

Other than NDVI, optical data did not rank highly in importance, but DSM related 

attributes did rank high in all three methods.  This result shows the high 

importance of topographical derivatives (i.e. slope, DSM, CTI, and Z) 

corroborates what we discussed in the Level 1 section: land cover classes in an 

agricultural area are more often distinguishable by topographical data alone.  
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Conclusions 

In northern forested areas similar to Cloquet, MN and in agricultural areas 

similar to Mankato, MN, we found that image segment approach to training was 

the best method for classifier training.  This method uses the statistical 

advantage of information from multiple pixels to train the model, as opposed to 

information from a single pixel or an arbitrary buffer area surrounding a field 

reference point. 

We found that the best freely available datasets to produce a Level 1 

classification for both Cloquet and Mankato included: CTI, summer season green 

and blue bands, and grid statistics from all returns of point cloud lidar data, 

especially those that relate to height.  For Level 2 classification, the best input 

data layers for Cloquet using segment area training include: Z deviation and 

mean, intensity minimum, and summer season blue and green bands. For Level 

2 classification in Mankato, the best data layers include: DSM, NDVI, slope, and 

CTI.  These results showed that in a forested region, a variety of data sources 

(optical, lidar height, and lidar intensity) are important for maintaining an 

acceptable degree of accuracy (>75%), but for an agricultural region, 

topographical models (surface and potential wetness [CTI]) are important and 

provide very good classification accuracy (>95%). 

In terms of increasing the classification accuracy, we believe that there are a 

few options: improve the image segmentation polygons and therefore improve 

the area statistics being used for classifier training; include additional input data, 

such as radar, that considers other feature characteristics (such as structure, 

density, and below canopy attributes); and increase the number of image dates 

to incorporate more seasonality in the model.  We thoroughly tested training 

methods and revealed that an arbitrary buffer size is not appropriate for classifier 

training.  For forested regions, we propose additional data, such as more dates of 

imagery or additional data types such as radar, be explored to compliment the 
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information provided by optical and lidar data. We also showed that in some 

cases, image segment area training does not significantly improve the accuracy 

of land cover classification over point training, particularly in agricultural regions 

such as Mankato, MN, and a pixel classification approach can yield similar 

classification accuracy.   
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Conclusions and Implications of Dissertation Research 

The overarching goal of this research was to investigate remotely sensed 

and ancillary data from several platforms and to provide important information 

about the value of these data in the accuracy of mapping wetlands.  The 

information presented in the three chapters of this dissertation provide 

stakeholders a better understanding of the impact of various data sources for 

mapping wetlands and provide an efficient classification method for stakeholders 

to monitor wetlands over time. The methods developed in this dissertation are 

practical, efficient, and repeatable, providing a means to create accurate maps of 

current wetlands and the relative confidence of those wetlands.   

The first Chapter of this dissertation aimed to overcome a challenge: 

mapping forested wetlands more accurately.  This goal was accomplished by 

integrating optical, topographic derivatives, and radar data.  The results showed 

an improvement in the commission error of forested wetlands and improved the 

overall accuracy of all wetland types, compared to using optical and topographic 

data alone and compared to the original NWI.  The theory behind using longer 

wavelength radar signals to improve forested wetland accuracy was to increase 

the circumvention and penetration of response signals through dense canopy 

cover.  However, though the accuracy was slightly improved using these data, it 

was not statistically significant compared to wetland mapping accuracy without 

radar for this study site.  The conclusion in this Chapter was that further research 

needed to be done using longer wavelengths, such as the Advanced Land 

Observing Satellite (ALOS) Phased Array type L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar 

(PALSAR) (23 cm wavelength) data, additional infrared wavelengths from 

alternative optical platforms, such as the Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM), and 

additional dates of imagery in general needed to be incorporated.  The 

implications of this research were that C-band radar data, while important, did not 

make a statistically significant impact on the accuracy of mapping forested 

wetlands.  
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The second Chapter continued the research of Chapter 1 and 

incorporated multi-temporal, multi-platform, and multi-frequency remotely sensed 

and ancillary data to further improve forested wetland accuracy.  An assessment 

was also made on the best season for data collection.  A unique addition to this 

Chapter was the filtering of outlying training data using the outputs from the 

random forest decision tree classifier.  The combinations of datasets rigorously 

tested in this Chapter revealed that the best input data for wetland classification 

included spring season optical and L-band radar as well as topographic 

derivatives and soil attributes.  The accuracy from the best classification showed 

a nearly 10% improvement over the results from the previous Chapter which did 

not include L-band radar or satellite optical data.  However, it was noted that the 

spring season data used in this study were acquired during a year with above 

normal precipitation conditions, likely influencing the conclusions made regarding 

the best season for data collection.  The conclusion in this Chapter was that 

further research needed to be done using additional data describing vegetation 

structure and topographic patterns.  The implications of this research were that 

radar data, both C-band and L-band improved wetland and wetland sub-class 

mapping accuracy, however, these data are not freely available and the 

improvements in accuracy may not outweigh the cost of the data. 

The third Chapter took a slightly different route to wetland mapping and 

focused on determining the best classifier training method using freely data 

available over the whole state of Minnesota: aerial orthophotos and lidar point 

cloud data.  Traditionally, classifier reference training data on a scale as large as 

the state of Minnesota is collected as point data without spatial context to the 

broader feature of interest (i.e. forest stand or wetland complex). Using area 

segments instead of points provides the statistical advantage of information from 

multiple pixels to train the model, as opposed to the limited information from a 

single pixel.  The findings of this Chapter confirm this theory for a forested region 

and show a statistically significant difference between point and segment area 

training.  However, for an agricultural region there was a negligible difference 
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between the training methods tested.  The most important input data layers for 

differentiating between upland, water, and wetland areas (Level 1) were 

essentially the same for both ecological regions evaluated in this Chapter.  

However, for sub-classifying wetland and upland type (Level 2), the most 

important input data for a forested region were different than for an agricultural 

region.  The conclusion in this Chapter was that the best method for classifier 

training is using segment areas and the best input data for a forested region 

comes from a variety of data sources (optical, lidar height, and lidar intensity); 

however, for an agricultural region, topographical models (surface and potential 

wetness [CTI]) are important.  The implications of this research are that 

acceptable wetland mapping accuracy in forested and agricultural areas (86% 

and 95%, respectively) can be accomplished using freely available data, 

provided the classifier is trained using segment areas instead of point data.  

Overall, the implications of this dissertation research are that wetland mapping 

accuracy can be improved in several ways: integrating data from multiple 

sources, including data from multiple time frames, using information from multiple 

portions of the electromagnetic spectrum (optical, infra-red, microwave), and 

incorporating contextual information in classifier training by using segment areas 

instead of single points.  Stakeholders can use methods described in this 

dissertation to produce classification and confidence maps or integrate the 

conclusions of important data types and training methods into their wetland 

mapping and monitoring programs.  Provided natural resource managers and 

stakeholders use reliable methods and accurate classification maps, such as 

those presented in this dissertation, it is expected that the wetlands of Minnesota 

will be better inventoried, monitored, and protected over time. 
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